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Tennis Victoria Pennant
Welcome to the 2016 Tennis Victoria Pennant season. This handbook is your all-inone resource ahead of the season including updated Rules and Club Contacts.
Now in its 133rd consecutive year, we’re proud to see Pennant continue to be the
longest running and largest interclub competition in Australia.
This high quality competition caters to a wide range of playing formats, meaning
there is something to suit all players including the traditional singles and doubles
formats, men’s and women’s doubles only, and the men’s masters 45+ doubles,
all ensuring that playing competitive tennis is a lifelong pursuit. 2016 will see 140
clubs compete, involving 4,000+ players and an incredible 15,000+ rubbers played
at courts across the greater Melbourne area.
2016 will also see the competition move onto a new national competition
software platform, providing more engagement and features for clubs and players.
I would like to thank participating clubs, administrators, volunteers, players, parents
and officials for your on-going support of Tennis Victoria’s Pennant, and wish
everyone the best of luck for an enjoyable and successful 2016 Pennant season.

Kind regards,

Matthew Kennedy
Chief Executive Officer
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What is Pennant?
The Tennis Victoria Pennant competition for both the men’s and women’s draw
is played over 14 weeks for 8 team sections where each team plays each other
twice. For 6 team sections the competition is played over 15 weeks where each
team plays each other 3 times. Singles and doubles are played on alternate
weeks, with all rubbers played as the best of three tiebreak sets.
At the conclusion of the home and away rounds the Pennant Sectional Finals will
be played. In an 8 team section the teams finishing in first to fourth positions will
play off as follows 1v4, 2v3 and in a 6 team section the team finishing first will
proceed straight into the Grade Finals Series and the teams finishing second and
third will play-off.
The winners of these playoff matches will proceed to the Grade Finals Series and
be ranked to compete in a series of knock out finals to ultimately playoff in their
Grade Grand Final to win their Pennant grade.
Tennis Victoria Pennant also offers a men’s and women’s open doubles
competition and men’s Masters 45+ doubles competition where in an 8 team
grade the Grade Finals Series will see teams finishing in first to fourth play off
1v4, 2v3 and in a 6 team grade the team finishing first will proceed straight to
the Grade Grand Final and the teams finishing second and third playoff with
the winner advancing to the Grade Grand Final.
Men’s and women’s open doubles are played as the best of three tiebreak sets
and men’s Master’s 45+ doubles played as best of two tiebreak sets and a ten
point match tiebreak played at one set all to decide the rubber. Men’s Master’s
45+ doubles also change playing partners for the reverse doubles rubbers.
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2015 Pennant
Player of the Year Awards
& The Kevin Howard Award
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Pennant Player Of The Year
The Player of the Year is awarded in each grade and calculated
as follows:
•
•

•

The percentage of singles rubbers won x 2, plus the
percentage of doubles rubbers won.
If two or more players are tied, then the Player of the Year
will be calculated by the percentage of singles sets won x 2,
plus the percentage of doubles sets won.
If still tied, then the Player of the Year will be calculated on
the percentage of singles games won x 2, plus the percentage
of doubles games won.

Visit tennis.com.au/vic/players/competitions/pennant
for more information.
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Women’s Pennant Player of the Year Award 2015
PLAYER

CLUB

POINTS

Women’s Grade 1
Winner:
Second:

Romona Mataruga
Carolyn McGann

Hepner Place Indoor
Hepner Place Indoor

300
290

Women’s Grade 2
Winner:
Second:

Kourtney Pallero
Julie Golightly

Essendon
Geelong Lawn

291.7
276.9

Women’s Grade 3
Winner:
Second:

Natasha Menchikoun
Megan Lee

Chadstone
300*
Essendon
300
*Greater percentage of sets won

Women’s Grade 4
Winner:
Second:

Jemma Carbis
Courtney Skene

Eaglemont
Mt Eliza

300
291.7

Women’s Grade 5
Winner:
Second:

Awien Madol
Martina Michael

Delahey Rec
300*
Royal Park
300
*Greater percentage of games won

Women’s Grade 6
Winner:
Second:

Anita Drake
Sabrina Casse

Canterbury
300*
Dandenong-St Paul’s Apostle
300
*Greater percentage of sets won
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Men’s Pennant Player of the Year Award 2015
PLAYER

CLUB

POINTS

Men’s Grade 1
Winner:
Second:

Jack Thiessen
Cory Phillips

North Ringwood
North Ringwood

280
258.3

Men’s Grade 2
Winner:
Second:

Stephen Fotakis
Tony Brushfield

Notting Hill-Pinewood
Hepner Place Indoor

300
290

Men’s Grade 3
Winner:
Second:

Bradley Tuckerman
Damien Lentini

Koonung Park
Clifton

283.3
281.8

Men’s Grade 4
Winner:
Second:

Jake Harvey
George Mitsas

Mayfield Park
300*
Mayfield Park
300
*Greater percentage of games won

Men’s Grade 5
Winner:
Second:

Jackson Bruce-Tennant Montrose
Kruger Maasi
Cambridge

300
290

Men’s Grade 6
Winner:
Second:

Mario Gerace
Wheelers Hill
300*
Klemens Haberberger Glenvale
300
*Greater percentage of sets won

Men’s Grade 7
Winner:
Second:

Pierre Dugue
Leon Kalavrianos

Fitzroy
300*
Deer Park
300
*Greater percentage of sets won
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Men’s Pennant Player of the Year Award 2015
PLAYER

CLUB

POINTS

Men’s Grade 8
Winner:
Second:

Hamish May
Matthew Oliver

St Andrews Gardiner
Centenary Park

300
290

Men’s Grade 9
Winner:
Second:

Colin Crawford
Tom Bodley

Parkdale
300*
Parkdale
300
*Greater percentage of sets won

Men’s Grade 10
Winner:
Second:

Issac Petering
Jeremy Charles

Heatherdale
300*
Nunawading
300
*Greater percentage of games won

Men’s Grade 11
Winner:
Second:

Ethan Watts
Corey Smith

Eildon Park
Frankston

300
260

Men’s Open Doubles Pennant Player of the Year Award 2015
Grade 1
Winner:
Second:

Cameron Maccoll
Stephen Gay

St Marys (Greensborough)
Kooyong Lawn

100
87.5

Grant Bridgman
David Adams

Mornington TC
Mornington TC

87.5
75

George Mandalis Jnr
Terry Love

Hampton Park
Kurunjang

100
90.9

Grade 2
Winner:
Second:
Grade 3
Winner:
Second:
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Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant Player of the Year Award 2015
PLAYER

CLUB

POINTS

Barry Schmidt
Richard Birmingham

Grace Park Hawthorn
Grace Park Hawthorn

Peter Daly
John Tirpkos

Sunbury Lawn
100*
Sunbury Lawn
100
*Greater percentage of sets won

Rob Haines
Jim Duncan

Parkville
Parkville

A Grade
Winner:
Second:

100
91.7

B Grade
Winner:
Second:
C Grade
Winner:
Second:

Kevin Howard Award 2015
(Best performing Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles team)
Grace Park Hawthorn – A Grade Team
Tyrone Berger
Richard Birmingham
Dan Donnelly
Stephen Myers
Sadek Omarjee
Barry Schmidt
Terry Stone (Captain)
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88.5
81.8

2015 Tennis Victoria Pennant Results
Grade

Winner		

Runner Up

Men’s
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10

Dingley TC		
Beaumaris Lawn TC		
Maccabi TC		
Mayfield Park TC
Melbourne University TC
Wheelers Hill TC		
Kings Park TC		
St Andrews Gardiner TC		
Dendy Park TC		
Melbourne University TC

Royal South Yarra Lawn TC
Hepner Place Indoor
Grace Park Hawthorn Club
Hadfield TC		
Cambridge TC
Donvale TC
East Coburg TC
Centenary Park TC
Box Hill TC
Nunawading TC

Women’s			
Grade 1
Kooyong Lawn TC		
Grade 2
MCC Tennis Section		
Grade 3
Wonga Park TC		
Grade 4
Eaglemont TC		
Grade 5
Royal Park TC		
Grade 6
Dingley TC		

Essendon TC
Essendon TC
Eildon Park TC
Essendon TC
Langwarrin TC
Royal Park TC

Men’s Open Doubles			
Grade 1
Kooyong Lawn TC		
St Mary’s (Greensborough) TC
Grade 2
Bruce Park TC		
Mornington TC
Grade 3
Hampton Park TC		
Kilmore TC
Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles			
Grade 1
Grace Park Hawthorn Club
Royal Park TC
Grade 2
Sunbury Lawn TC		
Dendy Park TC
Grade 3
Parkville TC		
Tennis Seniors Victoria
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Tennis Etiquette And Rules For Non-Umpired Matches
Rules For Matches Played Without A Chair Umpire
All players should be aware of the following basic principles when playing
a match without a Chair Umpire.
•

•
•
•

•
•

Each player is responsible for all calls on his/her side of the net, however
it should be noted, that a Court Supervisor or Referee is permitted to
reverse an incorrect line call.
If in doubt, the player must give the benefit of the doubt to his/her
opponent.
A service “let” may be called by either player/team.
Foot faults may only be called by an Official either allocated for that
purpose or a person performing a Chair Umpire function. Players may
be requested to correct their foot faulting problem by a Referee or Court
Supervisor. The receiver may not call a foot fault against the server.
The receiver must play to the reasonable pace of the server.
All “out” or “fault” calls should be made promptly after the ball has
bounced and loudly enough for the opponent to hear.

If a player incorrectly calls a ball “out” and then realises that the ball was
good, the point should be replayed, unless it was a point winning shot or
unless that player made an incorrect “out” call earlier in the match. In these
circumstances, the player who called “out” loses the point.
•
•

•

•

The server should call the score before each first serve, loudly enough
for his/her opponent to hear.
If players cannot agree on the score, they should calmly discuss the
points/games that are disputed. If they then cannot reach agreement they
should only replay the number of points/games that are in dispute i.e. two
players cannot agree on whether the score is 40-30 or 30-40, but they do
agree that they have won two points each. The game shall continue from
30-30. When the game score is in dispute the same principles apply with
all agreed games standing and only disputed games being replayed.
When a player has created an involuntary hindrance (ball falling out of
pocket, hat falling off, etc), the first time a “let” should be called and any
similar hindrance thereafter will be ruled deliberate.
Any hindrance caused by a player that is ruled deliberate by the relevant
Official will result in the loss of a point.
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•

•

•

Where a ball interrupts play, either by rolling/bouncing onto the court,
and/or creating a visible interruption behind the court, a let should be
played. Either player can call a let in these circumstances provided they
do so in a timely manner. Where this is between a first and second serve,
a second serve only should be played.
If at the completion of a match, the players involved realise that the
scoring format used is incorrect, the match result shall stand provided that
all players have left the court enclosure. If the mistake is realised before
the players have left the enclosure, the correct scoring format should
be used to finalise the match. If this is not possible (i.e. the match has
progressed beyond the point where the correct scoring format can be
implemented), then the score based on the incorrect format stands.
If a player is unhappy with his/her opponent’s actions or decisions, he/
she should call the Referee (or assistant) immediately. This may include
any disputes regarding lets, foul shots or not up situations where players
cannot reach agreement.

Matches Played On Clay Courts
For matches played on clay courts, there are some additional procedures that
all players should follow:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A ball mark can only be checked on a point ending shot, or when play
is stopped (a return is permitted, but then the player must immediately
stop).
Players are prohibited from checking the mark of the ball on their
opponent’s side of the court, unless invited by their opponent to do so.
If a player erases the mark, he/she is conceding the call.
If there is a disagreement over a ball mark, the Referee (or assistant)
can be called to make a final decision.
If a player calls a ball “out”, he/she should, in normal circumstances,
be able to show the mark.
If a player incorrectly calls a ball “out” and then realises that the ball
was good, the player who called “out” loses the point.
Players who do not fairly follow these procedures could be subject
to the Hindrance Rule and the Unsportsmanlike Conduct provision
of the Code of Conduct.
Any questions on these procedures should be referred to the Referee.
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Etiquette
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

When ball persons are not available, all balls on your side of the net are
your responsibility, to pick up and, where appropriate, return directly to
the server.
The receiver should not return the first service if it is an obvious fault –
let it go by or ground it.
Do not enlist the aid of spectators, including parents, coaches, etc in
making line calls, or attempting to determine the score or other
on-court matters.
To avoid controversy over the score, the server should announce the
game score before starting a game and the point score prior to serving
for each point.
Wait until a point is over before walking behind a court where a match
is in progress.
To retrieve a ball from another court or to return a ball to another court,
wait until the players have completed a point.
Do not stall, sulk, complain nor practice gamesmanship.
Screaming regularly and loudly, whether in relation to winning and/or
losing a point is likely to cause interference to play on nearby courts and
may be considered unsportsmanlike conduct.
Overt celebration directed at an opponent may be considered
intimidation, and therefore unsportsmanlike conduct.
In doubles, when returning service, the partner of the receiver should
generally call the service line for him/her. The receiver should generally
call the centre and side service lines. The call needs to be loud enough
to stop their opponents/partner playing.
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2016 Dusk (Light Up) Times
Month

Date

Round

Time

APRIL/MAY

30-1

1

5.10pm

MAY

7-8

2

5:26pm

14-15

3

5:20pm

21-22

4

5:15pm

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

28-29

5

5:11pm

4-5

6

5:08pm

18-19

7

5:08pm

25-26

8

5:09pm

2-3

9

5:12pm

9-10

10

5:16pm

16-17

11

5:21pm

23-24

12

5.26pm

30-31

13

5:31pm

6-7

14

5:37pm

13-14

FINALS

5:43pm

27-28

FINALS

5:55pm

3-4

FINALS

6:01pm

10-11

FINALS

6:07pm

17-18

FINALS

6:12pm

24-25

FINALS

6.18pm
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ALBERT PARK LAWN TC St Vincent Gardens, St Vincent Place,
ALBERT PARK 3206 (2 Synthetic Clay) Mel Ref: 2J K5
Pennant Sec: Nick Hinneberg (M) 0401 847 781
Washout Contact: Bill Katelis (M) 0407 827 876
ALTONA TC Fresno St, ALTONA 3018 (8 Porous, 3 Synthetic Grass)
9398 6034 Mel Ref: 280 K17
Pennant Sec: Phil Dowd (P) 9398 6062 (M) 0417 105 514
Washout Contact: Phil Dowd (P) 9398 6062 (M) 0417 105 514
ARDRIE PARK TC Ardrie Park, Howard St, MALVERN EAST 3145
(2 Synthetic Clay)
Pennant Sec: Richard Bayley (M) 0413 617 092
Washout Contact: Richard Bayley (M) 0413 617 092
ASHBURTON UNITING TC 1 Kelvin Grove, ASHBURTON, 3147
(2 Porous, 1 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: Trevor Smyth (M) 0468 958 927
Washout Contact: Trevor Smyth (M) 0468 958 927
ASPENDALE TC Cnr Sixth Avenue and Fouth Avenue, ASPENDALE 3195
(2 Plexicushion, 4 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Nicky Hersey (M) 0408 480 618
Washout Contact: Nicky Hersey (M) 0408 480 618
BACCHUS MARSH LAWN TC Taverner Street, BACCHUS MARSH 3340
(7 Synthetic Grass) 5367 2085 Mel Ref: 333 J9
Pennant Sec: Stephen Kelly (M) 0409 173 273
Washout Contact: Stephen Kelly (M) 0409 173 273
BANYULE TC Plymouth St (Enter off Buckingham Dve), HEIDELBERG 3084
(3 Porous) 9457 3183 Mel Ref: 32 D3
Pennant Sec: Christine George (M) 0439 744 339
Washout Contact: Christine George (M) 0439 744 339
BAYSWATER NORTH TC 267 Canterbury Rd, NORTH BAYSWATER 3153
(4 Porous) Mel Ref: 64 H1
Pennant Sec: Kevin Higgins (M) 0418 386 445
Washout Contact: Julie Higgins (M) 0400 085 733
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BEAUMARIS LAWN TC Banksia Reserve, Cnr Tramway Pde and Cromb Ave,
BEAUMARIS 3193 (10 Porous, 3 Hardcourt) 9589 2897 Mel Ref: 86 E7
Pennant Sec: Jarrod Broadbent (M) 0417 390 981
Washout Contact: Jarrod Broadbent (M) 0417 390 981
BELGRAVE HEIGHTS TC 82 Colby Drive, BELGRAVE HEIGHTS 3160
(3 Plexicushion, 2 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Ryley Nyari (M) 0428 982 154
Washout Contact: Ryley Nyari (M) 0428 982 154
BENTLEIGH RECREATION TC Arthur Street, BENTLEIGH 3204
(6 Porous) Mel Ref: 77-E1
Pennant Sec: Adam Sandler (M) 0417 786 950
Washout Contact: Adam Sandler (M) 0417 786 950
BLACK ROCK TC Fern St, BLACK ROCK 3193
(4 Porous) 9598 2336 Mel Ref: 85 K1
Pennant Sec: Adam Bishop (M) 0425 750 513
Washout Contact: Adam Bishop (M) 0425 750 513
BOX HILL TC Cnr Cyril and Station St, BOX HILL SOUTH 3128
(3 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay) 9808 9630 Mel Ref: 61 C2
Pennant Sec: Ben Bullock (M) 0418 387 410
Washout Contact: Ben Bullock (M) 0418 387 410
BRUCE PARK TC Margate Ave, FRANKSTON 3199
(3 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay) 9781 4323 Mel Ref: 102 G7
Pennant Sec: Sam Simmons (M) 0409 623 078
Washout Contact: Sam Simmons (M) 0409 623 078
BULLEEN TC Ted Ajani Reserve, Thompsons Rd, LOWER TEMPLESTOWE
3107 (6 Porous, 4 Hardcourt) 9852 1196 Mel Ref: 32 K7
Pennant Sec: Bill Fourlis (M) 0413 302 215
Washout Contact: Russell Cornhls (M) 0408 365 636
BUNDOORA TC Telfer Reserve, 143 Greenwood Dve, BUNDOORA 3083
(4 Porous, 2 Synthetic Grass, 2 Hardcourt) 9467 6769 Mel Ref: 19 K2
Pennant Sec: Brandon Bryant (M) 0435 769 977
Washout Contact: Brandon Bryant (M) 0435 769 977
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BURWOOD TC Burwood Reserve, Warrigal Rd, GLEN IRIS 3146.
Parking & entry, use Queens Pde, (5 Synthetic Clay) 9808 4366 Mel Ref: 60 G7
Pennant Sec: Tim Shackleton (M) 0411 299 017
Washout Contact: Tim Shackleton (M) 0411 299 017
CAMBRIDGE TC Barber Dve, HOPPERS CROSSING 3029
(6 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 202 C 12
Pennant Sec: Jason O’Neil (M) 0409 198 548
Washout Contact: Aaron Joyce (M) 0417 383 733
CANTERBURY TC 25A Croydon Road, SURREY HILLS 3127
(4 Polyclay) 9836 1231 Mel Ref: 46 F10
Pennant Sec: Jenny Owen (M) 0418 586 978
Washout Contact: Jenny Owen (M) 0418 586 978
CARMELITE (MIDDLE PARK) TC Canterbury Rd (Opposite Armstrong St),
MIDDLE PARK 3206 (5 Porous) Mel Ref: 57 H6
Pennant Sec: Damian Pound (M) 0414 499 567
Washout Contact: Simon Arms (M) 0417 347 288
CAULFIELD RECREATION TC Cnr Murrumbeena and Leila Rds,
MURRUMBEENA 3163 (8 Porous) 9568 7092 Mel Ref: 68 K8
Pennant Sec: Ian Eddington (M) 0424 976 162
Washout Contact: Ian Eddington (M) 0424 976 162
CENTENARY PARK TC 140 Brady Rd, EAST BENTLEIGH 3165
(5 Porous) Mel Ref: 78 A2
Pennant Sec: Ken Dibble (M) 0418 350 455
Washout Contact: Ken Dibble (M) 0418 350 455
CHADSTONE TC Treyvaud Memorial Park, Chadstone Rd, CHADSTONE 3148
(7 Synthetic Clay) 9568 6255 Mel Ref: 69 D3
Pennant Sec: Tony Lind (P) 9889 7904 (M) 0405 731 491
Washout Contact: Tony Lind (P) 9889 7904 (M) 0405 731 491
			
CLARINDA TC 4-14 Crawford Rd, CLARINDA 3169
(3 Porous, 3 Synthetic Clay) 9543 2020 Mel Ref: 78 J3
Pennant Sec: Gayle Hall (M) 0422 296 622
Washout Contact: Mario Persi (M) 0413 948 844
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CLIFTON TC Mayors Park, Cnr Hoddle St and Heidelberg Rd,
CLIFTON HILL 3068 (4 Synthetic Grass) 9482 4902 Mel Ref: 2C J1
Pennant Sec: Tom Featherstone (P) 9561 6314 (M) 0412 222 699
Washout Contact: Scott Anscombe (Sat) 0404 299 969
Peter Liakounakos (Sun) 0410 930 104
COATESVILLE TC Orange St, EAST BENTLEIGH 3165 (6 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Kevin Callingham (M) 0412 852 687
Washout Contact: Vincent Ho (M) 0408 881 999
CROYDON TC Croydon Park, Hewish Road, CROYDON 3136
(4 Synthetic Clay, 4 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Grant Kendall (M) 0414 584 610
Washout Contact: Grant Kendall (M) 0414 584 610
DANDENONG TC Greaves Reserve, Bennet St, DANDENONG 3175
(6 Hardcourt) 9792 9696 Mel Ref: 90 A7
Pennant Sec: Dalibor Petrovic (M) 0450 959 035
Washout Contact: Dalibor Petrovic (M) 0450 959 035
DEER PARK TC Sassella Park, Station Road DEER PARK 3023
(2 Synthetic Grass, 2 Synthetic Clay, 2 Plexi-pave) 9363 5860 Mel Ref: 25 E7
Pennant Sec: Chris Wootton (M) 0407 295 044
Washout Contact: Chris Wootton (M) 0407 295 044
DELAHEY RECREATION CLUB Goldsmith Ave, DELAHEY 3037
(6 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 13 E6
Pennant Sec: Andrew Pawlikowski (M) 0400 220 207
Washout Contact: Geoff Guy (M) 0418 369 929
DENDY PARK TC Breen Dve, EAST BRIGHTON 3187
(19 Porous) 9592 2431 Mel Ref: 77 A2
Pennant Sec: Barry Pryor (P) 9592 3097 (B) 9592 2431
Washout Contact: Barry Pryor (P) 9592 3097 (B) 9592 2431
DEVON MEADOWS TC Glover Reserve, Cnr Cross Rd & Browns Rd,
DEVON MEADOWS 3977 (4 Classic Clay)
Pennant Sec: Brett Theodore (M) 0425 797 836
Washout Contact: Brett Theodore (M) 0425 797 836
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DINGLEY TC Rowan Rd, DINGLEY 3172 (16 Porous) 9547 4839 Mel Ref: 88 H6
Pennant Sec: Daniel Wendler (M) 0405 520 762
Washout Contact: Daniel Wendler (M) 0405 520 762
DONCASTER TC 800 Doncaster Rd, DONCASTER 3108
(6 Synthetic Clay, 2 Synthetic Grass, 4 Porous) 9848 5004 Mel Ref: 47 H1
(down lane, behind Doncaster Holden)
Pennant Sec: Joel Compagnino (M) 0409 028 622
Washout Contact: Joel Compagnino (M) 0409 028 622
DONVALE TC Donvale Reserve, Mitcham Rd, (enter off Mitcham Rd),
DONVALE 3111 (4 Synthetic Clay, 6 Porous) 9841 7758 Mel Ref: 48 F3
Pennant Sec: Lisa Hartnett (P) 9879 9996 (M) 0407 050 060
Washout Contact: Lisa Hartnett (P) 9879 9996 (M) 0407 050 060
DOUTTA GALLA TC 19-27 Royal Ave, NORTH ESSENDON 3041
(3 Synthetic Clay) Mel Ref: 16 D 11
Pennant Sec: Aaron Sharpe (M) 0407 885 012
Washout Contact: Aaron Sharpe (M) 0407 885 012
DOVETON TC Robinson Reserve, Frawley Rd, DOVETON 3177
(9 Porous) 9793 1902 Mel Ref: 91 A10
Pennant Sec: Graeme Gillen (P) 9802 1002 (M) 0432 213 389
Washout Contact: Julie Dix (M) 0468 492 787
EAGLEMONT TC Off the Boulevard, (Burke Rd end), EAST IVANHOE 3079
(6 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay) 9499 3299 Mel Ref: 31 K10
Pennant Sec: Gavin Cox (P) 9827 4068 (M) 0423 853 441
Washout Contact: Gavin Cox (P) 9827 4068 (M) 0423 853 441
EAST CAMBERWELL TC Riversdale Park, Riversdale Rd,
MIDDLE CAMBERWELL 3124 (6 Porous) Mel Ref: 60 B1
Pennant Sec: Arbel Givargis (M) 0425 375 157
Washout Contact: Arbel Givargis (M) 0425 375 157
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EAST COBURG TC Cnr Bell Street & Pentridge Boulevard, COBURG 3058
(6 Synthetic Grass) 9354 9282 Mel Ref: 17 K12
Pennant Sec: Lynton Joseph (M) 0407 697 941
Washout Contact: Lynton Joseph (M) 0407 697 941
EAST MALVERN TC 22 Dunlop Street, EAST MALVERN 3145
(10 Porous) 9885 8895 Mel Ref: 59 K11
Pennant Sec: Alan Young (P) 9878 0686
Washout Contact: Alan Young (P) 9885 8895
EAST PRESTON PARK TC T.A. Cochrane Reserve, Collier St, PRESTON 3072
(4 Porous) 9484 0718 Mel Ref: 30 H2
Pennant Sec: David Burn (P) 9499 4015 (M) 0401 583 898
Washout Contact: Cathy Michelini (M) 0419 573 801
EILDON PARK TC Eildon Pde (off Taylors Lane), ROWVILLE 3178
(9 Synthetic Grass) 9764 1109 Mel Ref: 82 C1
Pennant Sec: Michael Tomlinson (M) 0438 759 245
Washout Contact: Michael Tomlinson (M) 0438 759 245
ELTHAM TC 2 Youth Rd, ELTHAM, 3095
(3 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay)
Pennant Sec: Owen Scannell (M) 0425 789 190
Washout Contact: Owen Scannell (M) 0425 789 190
ESSENDON TC Clifton Park, Batman St, ESSENDON 3040
(4 Porous, 6 Synthetic Clay) 9331 0707 Mel Ref: 28 B4
Pennant Sec: Lyn Robinson (P) 9379 1468 (M) 0400 072 825
Washout Contact: Lyn Robinson (P) 9379 1468 (M) 0400 072 825
FERNY CREEK TC Cnr Hilton and Claremont Rds, FERNY CREEK 3786
(5 Porous) 9755 1266 Mel Ref: 75 D1
Pennant Sec: Ben Wallis (M) 0407 546 231
Washout Contact: Glenn Stevens (M) 0423 303 264
FITZROY TC Edinburgh Gardens, Brunswick St, FITZROY NORTH 3068
(6 Porous) 9482 3269 Mel Ref: 2C C1
Pennant Sec: Adam Huddlestone (M) 0416 061 713
Washout Contact: Dom Napoleone (M) 0418 589 296
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FOUNTAIN GATE TC Cnr Raven Cres & Princess Highway, NARRE WARREN 3805
(6 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: Peter Jedrys (M) 0405 109 861
Washout Contact: Peter Jedrys (M) 0405 109 861
FRANKSTON TC Cnr Yuille St and Hastings Rd, FRANKSTON 3199
(15 Porous) 9783 8657 Mel Ref: 100A E10
Pennant Sec: Anne Baldwin (P) 9783 1344 (M) 0411 155 707
Washout Contact: Trevor Valentine (M) 0407 326 231
GEELONG LAWN TC 12 - 20 Sommers St, BELMONT 3216
(8 Porous, 13 Grass, 1 Synthetic Grass, 6 Hardcourt)
5243 2819 Mel Ref: 451 K9
Pennant Sec: Brett Robinson (M) 0438 635 427
Washout Contact: Brett Robinson (M) 0438 635 427
GISBORNE TC Dixon Field, Robertson St, GISBORNE 3437
(8 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 197 D8
Pennant Sec: Leigh Chapman (M) 0422 225 482
Washout Contact: Glen Chapman (M) 0415 527 797
GLADSTONE PARK TC 18 Elmhurst Dve, GLADSTONE PARK 3043
(3 Porous, 6 Synthetic Clay) 9338 7851 Mel Ref: 6 A11
Pennant Sec: Gareth Murrey (M) 0402 024 274
Washout Contact: Gareth Murrey (M) 0402 024 274
GLEN IRIS VALLEY RECREATION CLUB 260-270 High St Rd,
MT WAVERLEY 3149
(12 Porous) 9807 7755 Mel Ref: 61 D10
Pennant Sec: Angelo Giampaolo (M) 0407 477 798
Washout Contact: Angelo Giampaolo (M) 0407 477 798
GLENBURN TC Mulgrane St, GLEN WAVERLEY 3150
(6 Synthetic Grass) 9803 0582 Mel Ref: 62 B11
Pennant Sec: Lewis Miles (M) 0431 150 324
Washout Contact: Lewis Miles (M) 0431 150 324
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GLENCAIRN TC Haig Ave, (Off Moreland Rd), COBURG 3058
(5 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 29 F3
Pennant Sec: Yanni Lloga (M) 0416 353 495
Washout Contact: Yanni Lloga (M) 0416 353 495
GRACE PARK HAWTHORN CLUB 6 Hilda Cres, HAWTHORN 3122
(8 Porous) 9818 5534 Mel Ref: 45 B10
Pennant Sec: Sandra Stone (M) 0410 493 930
Washout Contact: Terry Stone (M) 0416 222 178
GRACE VALLEY TC 63-67 Plenty Lane, GREENSBOROUGH 3088
(4 Porous) Mel Ref: 20 K5
Pennant Sec: Justin Arnold (M) 0417 191 197
Washout Contact: Justin Arnold (M) 0417 191 197
GRACEDALE PARK TC 40 Gracedale Ave, RINGWOOD EAST 3135
(6 Porous) 9879 3246 Mel Ref: 50 E10
Pennant Sec: Scott Harnath (M) 0416 747 141
Washout Contact: Scott Harnath (M) 0416 747 141
GREENSBOROUGH TC Greensborough Park, Diamond Creek Road,
GREENSBOROUGH 3088 (4 Synthetic Clay) 9434 4917 Mel Ref: 20 K1
Pennant Sec: Brett Geddes (P) 9435 6468 (M) 0413 515 627
Washout Contact: Brett Geddes (M) 0413 515 627
GREENVALE TC Cnr Section and Somerton Rds, GREENVALE 3059
(9 Synthetic Grass) 9333 2149 Mel Ref: 178 G7
Pennant Sec: Bob Granger (P) 9333 3330 (M) 0418 357 969
Washout Contact: Bob Granger (M) 0418 357 969
HADFIELD TC Charles St, enter from Middle St, HADFIELD 3046
(4 Plexicushion, 2 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 17 C3
Pennant Sec: Robert Sozzi (M) 0419 374 461 & 0459 194 931 (club)
Washout Contact: Armando Butera (M) 0403 465 141 & 0459 194 931 (club)
HAMPTON PARK TC Robert Booth Reserve, off Sommerville Rd,
HAMPTON PARK 3976 (6 Classic Clay)
Pennant Sec: Joey Daly (M) 0404 929 852
Washout Contact: Joey Daly (M) 0404 929 852
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HAMPTON TC 5 Greville Street, HAMPTON 3188
(4 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 76 F5
Pennant Sec: Rody Quinn (M) 0407 959 851
Washout Contact: Chris Quinn (M) 0418 354 393
HAWTHORN TC Swinburne Ave, HAWTHORN 3122
(7 Porous) 9818 3215/9819 3989 Mel Ref: 45 D11
Pennant Sec: Nadine Maloney (M) 0407 097 398
Washout Contact: Nadine Maloney (M) 0407 097 398
HE PARKER RESERVE TC 154 Heathmont Rd, HEATHMONT 3135
(6 Synthetic Clay)
Pennant Sec: Tim Allsop (M) 0418 124 254
Washout Contact: Tim Allsop (M) 0418 124 254
HEATHERDALE TC Cnr Kulnine and Purches Sts, MITCHAM 3132
(8 Synthetic Clay) 9872 5457 Mel Ref: 49 C12
Pennant Sec: Jarrod Rodda (M) 0452 077 348
Washout Contact: Jarrod Rodda (M) 0452 077 348
HEATHMONT TC Cnr Canterbury Rd and Waterloo St, HEATHMONT 3135
(7 Porous) 9729 0218 Mel Ref: 63 J1
Pennant Sec: David Scott (P) 9872 4288 (M) 0412 658 729
Washout Contact: Mark Gasseling (M) 0424 971 540
HEPNER PLACE INDOOR TC 1-3 Hepner Pl, NORTH GEELONG 3215
(7 Synthetic Grass) 5272 1760 Mel Ref: 441 H9
Pennant Sec: Matt Hicks (M) 0420 516 595
Washout Contact: David Hicks (M) 0412 211 973
HIGHMOOR UNITING TC C/- Basterfield Park TC, 2A Dane Rd,
HAMPTON EAST 3188 (3 Porous, 3 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 77 C7
Pennant Sec: Frank Collins (P) 9502 0626 (M) 0421 570 458
Washout Contact: Frank Collins (P) 9502 0626 (M) 0421 570 458
HOLY SAVIOUR TC 765 Highbury Rd, VERMONT SOUTH 3133
(6 Porous) 9803 9658 Mel Ref: 62 F9
Pennant Sec: William Blick (M) 0422 798 217
Washout Contact: William Blick (M) 0422 798 217
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HOPPERS CROSSING TC Wootten Road Reserve,
Cnr Hogans & Wootten Rds, TARNEIT 3029 (9 Plexicushion)
Pennant Sec: Ryan Meehan (M) 0439 304 250
Washout Contact: Ryan Meehan (M) 0439 304 250
HUME TENNIS & COMMUNITY CENTRE 225 Marathon Blvd,
CRAIGIEBURN, 3064 (16 Plexicushion)
Pennant Sec: Lawrence Gileno (P) 1300 486 382
Washout Contact: Lawrence Gileno (P) 1300 486 382
KEON PARK TC Donath Reserve, Wagga Rd, KEON PARK 3073
(5 Porous, 2 Rebound Ace) Mel Ref: 18 J1
Pennant Sec: Jason Zagame (M) 0421 840 077
Washout Contact: Jason Zagame (M) 0421 840 077
KEW TC Adeney Avenue, KEW 3101
(4 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: Tom Featherstone (M) 0412 222 699
Washout Contact: Felix Chow (M) 0468 476 755 (MOD)
Craig Schwerdt (Mens Grade 9) (M) 0412 206 200
KILSYTH TC Colchester Rd, KILSYTH 3137 (5 Porous, 2 Synthetic Grass)
Mel Ref: 51 F5
Pennant Sec: Kristian Hole (P) 9727 2697 (M) 0408 809 066
Washout Contact: Kristian Hole (P) 9727 2697 (M) 0408 809 066
KINGS PARK TC King George VI Memorial Reserve, 70 East Boundary Rd,
EAST BENTLEIGH 3165 (8 Porous) 9579 4900 Mel Ref: 77 J3
Pennant Sec: Ben Eden (M) 0422 495 824
Washout Contact: Ben Eden (M) 0422 495 824
KNOX CITY TC Cnr Coleman Rd and Neville St, WANTIRNA SOUTH 3152
(8 Porous) 9801 5879 Mel Ref: 64 B9
Pennant Sec: Gary Leech (M) 0438 018 820
Washout Contact: Gary Leech (M) 0438 018 820
KOONUNG PARK TC Cnr Springfield Rd and Heppner St,
BLACKBURN NORTH 3130 (9 Porous) 9877 6107 Mel Ref: 47 K7
Pennant Sec: Dylan Edgley (M) 0411 133 935
Washout Contact: Dylan Edgley (M) 0411 133 935
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KOOYONG LAWN TC 489 Glenferrie Rd, KOOYONG 3144 (22 Porous, 26
Grass, 3 Hardcourt) 9822 3333 Mel Ref: 59 C2 CAR PARKING: Visiting teams to
park in the Northern Carpark, next to Stadium. Enter from Glenferrie Rd.
Pennant Sec: Cedric Mason (P) 9826 3762 (B) 9822 3333 (M) 0407 565 072
Washout Contact: Cedric Mason (P) 9826 3762 (M) 0407 565 072
KURUNJANG PARK TC Cnr Palmerston Street & Centenary Avenue,
KURUNJANG 3337 (2 Mod Grass, 4 Plexipave)
Pennant Sec: Scott Nelson (P) 8746 2424 (M) 0413 860 500
Washout Contact: Scott Nelson (P) 8746 2424 (M) 0413 860 500
LANGWARRIN TC Lloyd Park Reserve, Cnr Cranbourne Frankston Rd and
Warrandyte Rd, LANGWARRIN 3910 (9 Hardcourt) 9776 6454 Mel Ref: 103 H4
Pennant Sec: Jayden Cox (P) 8790 0039 (M) 0407 539 206
Washout Contact: Jayden Cox (P) 8790 0039 (M) 0407 539 206
LEGEND PARK TC Capital Reserve, 85-95 Capital Ave, GLEN WAVERLEY 3150
(6 Porous) 9803 8460 Mel Ref: 62 G12 (Mens Masters 45 + Grade 1)
Pennant Sec: Rob Hughes (P) 9801 2939
Washout Contact: Rob Hughes (P) 9801 2939
LONG BEACH TC Roy Dore Reserve, Dyson Road CARRUM 3197
(6 Porous) Mel Ref: 97 E8
Pennant Sec: Marcelo Grosso (M) 0423 399 534
Washout Contact: Marcelo Grosso (M) 0423 399 534
LUM RESERVE TC Lum Reserve, Cintra Avenue, WHEELERS HILL 3150
(6 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 71 F10
Pennant Sec: Adrian Hillier (M) 0419 490 812
Washout Contact: Adrian Hillier (M) 0419 490 812
MACCABI TC Moorleigh Reserve, 92 Bignell Rd, EAST BENTLEIGH 3165
(8 Hardcourt) 9579 4275 Mel Ref: 78 A5
Pennant Sec: Adam Needleman (M) 0413 317 860
Washout Contact: Adam Needleman (M) 0413 317 860
MACLEOD TC Macleod Park, Aberdeen Rd, MACLEOD 3085
(2 Synthetic Clay, 4 Porous) 9457 2206 Mel Ref: 20 B8
Pennant Sec: Tristan Grieve (M) 0402 225 608
Washout Contact: Andrew Wright (M) 0421 064 459
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MAIDSTONE JUNIOR TC Cnr Mephan St and Rosamond Rd,
MAIDSTONE 3012 (4 Hardcourt) 9318 4118 Mel Ref: 41 K1
Pennant Sec: Stephanie Kondogonis (M) 0431 034 691
Washout Contact: Stephanie Kondogonis (M) 0431 034 691
MANCHESTER HEIGHTS TC Cnr Ellen Rd & Croydondale Drive,
MOOROOLBARK, 3138 (6 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Leah Gluyas (M) 0400 267 440
Washout Contact: Tim Verlin (M) 0437 007 931
MARIBYRNONG PARK RC 189 Holmes Road, MOONEE PONDS 3039
(7 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: Christopher Delbridge (M) 0409 548 016
Washout Contact: Tim Noronha (M) 0408 568 606
MAYFIELD PARK TC 34-38 Mayfield Dve, MT. WAVERLEY 3149
(4 Porous, 2 Synthetic Clay) 9807 0619 Mel Ref: 70 B4
Pennant Sec: Toni Peters (M) 0400 137 866
Washout Contact: Brad Hasler (M) 0417 327 880
MCC KEW SPORTS CLUB 397 Barkers Road, KEW 3101 (6 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Bill Madaferri (M) 0419 572 210
Washout Contact: Bill Madaferri (M) 0419 572 210
MCC TENNIS SECTION (MELBOURNE PARK CLAY) National Tennis Centre,
Melbourne & Olympic Parks, Olympic Boulevard, Entrance D (Clay Courts),
MELBOURNE 3004
(8 Clay) 9534 7626 Mel Ref: 58 A7
Pennant Sec: Jordana Dymond (M) 0419 025 711
Washout Contact: Jordana Dymond (M) 0419 025 711
Note: Playing all home matches on Melbourne Park Clay Courts
MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY TC Tin Alley, Melbourne University,
PARKVILLE 3052 (4 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 2B E5
Pennant Sec: Branka Potkonjak (M) 0418 188 912
Washout Contact: Branka Potkonjak (M) 0418 188 912
Note: The club advises all visiting teams to find parking in surrounding streets
and not in the university car park as this is a permit zone.
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MITCHAM TC Walker Park, Cnr Whitehorse and Dunlavin Rds,
MITCHAM 3132 (5 Porous) Mel Ref: 48 H9
Pennant Sec: Geoff Armstrong (P) 9874 6088 (M) 0418 566 203
Washout Contact: Craig Savage (M) 0414 729 167
MONASH UNIVERSITY TC Wellington Rd, CLAYTON 3168
(8 Hardcourt) 9905 5379 (Weekends only) Mel Ref: 70 G10
Pennant Sec: Phillip Mannes (M) 0432 976 461
Washout Contact: Phillip Mannes (M) 0432 976 461
MORDIALLOC TC Doug Denyer Reserve, McDonald St, MORDIALLOC 3195
(6 Porous) 9588 1831 Mel Ref: 87 H12
Pennant Sec: Mark Lovegrove (P) 9551 5213 (M) 0401 312 780
Washout Contact: Mark Lovegrove (P) 9551 5213 (M) 0401 312 780
MORNINGTON TC Civic Reserve, Dunns Road, MORNINGTON 3931
(12 Clay) 5975 6124 Mel Ref: 145 H3
Pennant Sec: Frances Pingiaro (M) 0413 008 951
Washout Contact: Frances Pingiaro (M) 0413 008 951
MOUNTAIN GATE TC Reta Matthews Reserve, Cnr Burke Road & Agora
Boulevard, FERNTREE GULLY 3156
(5 Porous) 9758 0157 Mel Ref: 64 J11
Pennant Sec: Seb Krivohlavy (M) 0408 710 235
Washout Contact: Seb Krivohlavy (M) 0408 710 235
MT ELIZA TC 55 Wimbledon Ave, MT ELIZA 3930
(4 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay) 9787 8488 Mel Ref: 105 E1
Pennant Sec: Steven Foot (B) 9787 1007 (M) 0417 741 177
Washout Contact: Steven Foot (M) 0417 741 177
MT MARTHA TC 466 The Esplanade, MT MARTHA 3934
(4 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: Grant Burnell (M) 0409 407 036
Washout Contact: Grant Burnell (M) 0409 407 036
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NARRE WARREN NORTH TC Recreation Reserve, A’Beckett Rd,
NARRE WARREN NORTH 3804 (6 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 108 G5
Pennant Sec: Anne Hall (P) 9796 8872 (M) 0425 713 984
Washout Contact: Anne Hall (P) 9796 8872 (M) 0425 713 984
NORRIS BANK TC McLeans Road, BUNDOORA 3083
(2 Synthetic Grass, 2 Synthetic Clay, 2 Porous) 9467 7578 Mel Ref: 9 G11
Pennant Sec: Paul Mick (M) 0415 511 150
Washout Contact: Paul Mick (M) 0415 511 150
NORTH BALWYN TC 57a Buchanan Ave, NORTH BALWYN 3104
(4 Porous, 4 Synthetic Clay) 9859 8411 Mel Ref: 46 D4
Pennant Sec: Andrew Halford (M) 0412 021 911
Washout Contact: Andrew Halford (M) 0412 021 911
NORTH RINGWOOD TC 246 Warrandyte Rd, NORTH RINGWOOD 3134
(11 Porous) 9879 9395 Mel Ref: 49 J2
Pennant Sec: Noel Phillips (P) 9879 0479 (M) 0411 115 535
Washout Contact: Noel Phillips (P) 9879 0479 (M) 0411 115 535
NOTTINGHILL PINEWOOD TC Harriots Glen, 1-9 Baker St,
GLEN WAVERLEY 3150 (12 Plexipave) 9560 1355 Mel Ref: 70 K6
Pennant Sec: Tony Mallios (P) 9543 2359 (M) 0411 801 211
Washout Contact: Tony Mallios (M) 0411 801 211
NUNAWADING TC Nicoll Reserve, Lane St, BLACKBURN NORTH 3130
(7 Porous) 9878 4659 Mel Ref: 48 D7
Pennant Sec: Rod McCutcheon (M) 0402 565 534
Washout Contact: Rod McCutcheon (M) 0402 565 534
Note: Women’s Grade 5 playing at Eley Park TC, Burwood Heights 3151
OAKLEIGH TC Park Rd, OAKLEIGH 3166 (7 Porous) 9568 3522 Mel Ref: 69 H6
Pennant Sec: Peter Splatt (P) 9560 9248 (M) 0411 369 205
Washout Contact: Peter Splatt (P) 9560 9248 (M) 0411 369 205
OLD SCOTCH TC Scotch College, Morrison St, HAWTHORN 3122
(6 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 59 B1
Pennant Sec: Andrew Clowes (M) 0439 340 357
Washout Contact: James Brownell (M) 0403 812 834
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ORMOND TC Cnr Foch & Malane Streets, ORMOND 3204 (5 Porous)
9578 3916 Mel Ref: 68 E7
Pennant Sec: Bill Pollock (P) 9572 3507 (M) 0413 058 342
Washout Contact: Marco Bragagnolo (M) 0413 432 523
Note: Men’s Grade 4 playing at Caulfield Rec TC, Murrumbeena Rd,
Murrumbeena, 3163
OVERPORT PARK TC Cnr Overport and Somerset Rds, FRANKSTON 3199
(11 Porous, 3 Hardcourt) 9787 4113 Mel Ref: 102 C12
Pennant Sec: Greg Clarnette (M) 0412 721 958
Washout Contact: Greg Clarnette (M) 0412 721 958
PARKDALE TC Imes Street, PARKDALE 3195 (9 Porous) Mel Ref: 87 E8
Pennant Sec: Stuart Thompson (M) 0413 585 311
Washout Contact: Stuart Thompson (M) 0413 585 311
PARKVILLE TC 151 Royal Pde, PARKVILLE 3052 (3 Porous) Mel Ref: 2B C3
Pennant Sec: Rob Haines (P) 9480 6308 (M) 0407 896 308
Washout Contact: Rob Haines (P) 9480 6308 (M) 0407 896 308
PARKWOOD TC Quambee Reserve, Wonga Rd, NORTH RINGWOOD 3134
(8 Porous, 4 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 36 B11
Pennant Sec: Alan Sutton (M) 0411 222 256
Washout Contact: Alan Sutton (M) 0411 222 256
ROYAL PARK TC Cnr The Avenue and Park St, PARKVILLE 3052
(14 Porous) 9380 1259 Mel Ref: 29 G10
Pennant Sec: Jason Vochala (M) 0419 132 423
Washout Contact: Carole Houston (M) 0419 560 436
ROYAL SOUTH YARRA LAWN TC Williams Rd North, TOORAK 3142
(15 Porous, 10 Grass) 9829 1556 Mel Ref: 58 G2
Pennant Sec: Jarrad Wright (P) 9829 1533
Washout Contact: Club Tennis Supervisor (M) 0439 788 311
Note: Refer RSYLTC homepage rsyltc.org.au for status of courts (90 minutes prior
to match time)
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SALTWATER RESERVE TC Saltwater Promenade, POINT COOK 3030

(8 Hardcourt) Mel Ref: 208 A10
Pennant Sec: Chris Singh (M) 0403 308 506
Washout Contact: Chris Singh (M) 0403 308 506

SCORESBY-WANTIRNA SOUTH TC Exner Reserve, Stud Rd, SCORESBY 3179
(8 Porous) 9763 0794 Mel Ref: 72 H7
Pennant Sec: Alan Purse (P) 9801 3448 (M) 0418 103 073
Washout Contact: Geoff Brown (M) 0427 257 266
SPRINGVALE NORTH TC Warner Reserve, Cnr Furnew & Wood Streets,
SPRINGVALE 3171 (8 Hardcourt) 9562 3561 Mel Ref: 80 B7
Pennant Sec: Stephen Sruk (M) 0419 311 291
Washout Contact: Stephen Sruk (M) 0419 311 291
ST ANDREWS GARDINER TC 14 Kyarra Road, GLEN IRIS 3146
(5 Porous) 9885 0402 Mel Ref: 59 H7
Pennant Sec: Richard Bruce-Smith (P) 9569 7270 (M) 0419 560 722
Washout Contact: Richard Bruce-Smith (M) 0419 560 722
ST MARY’S GREENSBOROUGH TC 7 Yando St, GREENSBOROUGH 3088
(4 Porous) Mel Ref: 20 J1
Pennant Sec: Peter Marcato (M) 0409 289 360
Washout Contact: Craig Haslam (M) 0488 722 538
Note: Women’s Grade 4 team playing at Sth Warrandyte TC, Colman Rd off
Croydon Rd, Warrandyte 3131
ST PAULS APOSTLE TC 78 Matthew Flinders Ave. ENDEAVOUR HILLS, 3802
(3 Hardcourt)
Pennant Sec: Deepak Pillai (M) 0433 221 641
Washout Contact: Deepak Pillai (M) 0433 221 641
STRATHMORE TC Cnr Napier and Leoman Streets, STRATHMORE 3041
(3 Porous, 2 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 16 H10
Pennant Sec: Robert Strappazon (P) 9370 6052 (M) 0488 071 026
Washout Contact: Lachlan Steel (M) 0407 545 054
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SUNBURY LAWN TC Cnr Cornish and Ligar Sts, SUNBURY 3429
(8 Grass, 8 Synthetic Grass) 9744 5274 Mel Ref: 382 D3
Pennant Sec: Loris Daly (P) 9744 7702 (M) 0447 720 004
Washout Contact: Peter Morris (M) 0406 990 157
SUNSHINE PARK TC Stanford Street, SUNSHINE 3020 (2 Plexicushion)
0423 195 106 Mel Ref: 40 H3
Pennant Sec: Adrian Godfrey (M) 0425 878 841
Washout Contact: Adrian Godfrey (M) 0425 878 841
TAYLORS LAKES TC Lionheart Avenue TAYLORS LAKES 3038
(9 Synthetic Grass) Mel Ref: 13 H3
Pennant Sec: Rizkalla Dawoud (P) 8390 8227 (M) 0413 800 480
Washout Contact: Rizkalla Dawoud (M) 0413 800 480
TEMPLESTOWE PARK TC Templestowe Reserve, Cnr Porter and
Hawtin Streets, TEMPLESTOWE 3106 (5 Synthetic Clay, 2 Synthetic Grass)
9846 3110 Mel Ref: 33 G3
Pennant Sec: Chris Guy (M) 0412 238 452
Washout Contact: Chris Guy (M) 0412 238 452
TENNIS SENIORS VICTORIA Ringwood TC, Jubilee Park, City Rd,
RINGWOOD 3134 (10 Porous) 9870 3337 Mel Ref: 49 H10
Pennant Sec: Dick Bartley (P) 5968 3804 (M) 0400 858 396
Washout Contact: Dick Bartley (P) 5968 3804 (M) 0400 858 396
TENNIS WORLD (MELBOURNE PARK CLAY) National Tennis Centre, Clay
Courts, Melbourne Park, Olympic Boulevard, Entrance D, MELBOURNE 3000
(8 Clay) 9914 4310
Pennant Sec: Stephan Mikhail (P) 9914 4310 (M) 0431 071 400
Washout Contact: Jessica McCormack (M) 0458 858 018
TENNIS WORLD (ALBERT RESERVE) Cnr St Kilda Rd and Hanna St,
MELBOURNE 3004 (9 Plexicushion) 9510 3311 Mel Ref: 2L A8
Pennant Sec: Stephan Mikhail (P) 9914 4310 (M) 0431 071 400
Washout Contact: Ben Rogers (M) 0424 957 826
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UNITING CHURCH (DIAMOND CREEK) TC Challenger St,
DIAMOND CREEK 3089 (6 Synthetic Grass)
Pennant Sec: David Wildsmith (M) 0412 272 678
Washout Contact: David Wildsmith (M) 0412 272 678
UPWEY SOUTH TC Eloera Street, UPWEY 3158 (6 Porous) Mel Ref: 74 K12
Pennant Sec: Marty Svihla (P) 9754 7040 (M) 0430 550 305
Washout Contact: Marty Svihla (M) 0430 550 305
WANTIRNA TC Cnr Mountain Hwy and Burwood Hwy, WANTIRNA 3152
(10 Porous) 9887 3746 Mel Ref: 63 C8
Pennant Sec: Helen Fernandes (P) 9801 9193 (M) 0438 388 282
Washout Contact: Helen Fernandes (P) 9801 9193 (M) 0438 388 282
WARRANDYTE TC Taroona Avenue, WARRANDYTE 3113
(6 Porous)
Pennant Sec: Judd Harding (M) 0405 475 635
Washout Contact: Judd Harding (M) 0405 475 635
WELLINGTON TC Southern Reserve, Rupert Drive MULGRAVE 3170
(6 Porous) Mel Ref: 80 F4
Pennant Sec: Brent Jones (M) 0458 350 432
Washout Contact: Rob Cvitkovic (M) 0417 456 007
WERRIBEE TC Chirnside Park, Watton Street, WERRIBEE 3030
(2 Plexipave, 2 Porous) Mel Ref: 205 F9
Pennant Sec: Brandon Borg (P) 9748 1444 (M) 0432 534 687
Washout Contact: Brandon Borg (M) 0432 534 687
WEST LALOR TC Huskisson Reserve, Kingsway Dve (enter at Kindergarten
Car Park), LALOR 3075 (2 Porous, 2 Synthetic Grass) 9465 0791 Mel Ref: 8 H3
Pennant Sec: Chris Rolfe (M) 0412 126 831
Washout Contact: Stephen Bell (M) 0434 109 932
WHEELERS HILL TC Sunnybrook Drive, WHEELERS HILL 3150
(6 Synthetic Grass) 9561 8555 Mel Ref: 71 H7
Pennant Sec: Louis Crawford (M) 0403 900 321
Washout Contact: Louis Crawford (M) 0403 900 321
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WHITES LANE TC Whites Lane (between Watsons and View Mount Rds),
GLEN WAVERLEY 3150 (6 Porous) 9560 4555 Mel Ref: 71 E7
Pennant Sec: Steve Ilett (M) 0413 874 983
Washout Contact: Steve Ilett (M) 0413 874 983
WILLISON PARK TC Murdoch St, CAMBERWELL 3124
(6 Porous) 9889 1001 Mel Ref: 60 B3
Pennant Sec: Gwen Brickhill (P) 9888 6156 (M) 0467 875 786
Washout Contact: John Patton (M) 0407 102 799
WONGA PARK TC Old Yarra Rd, WONGA PARK 3115
(5 Porous, 3 Hardcourt) 9722 1830 Mel Ref: 24 G12
Pennant Sec: Brooke Driessen (M) 0400 650 198
Washout Contact: Brooke Driessen (M) 0400 650 198
YALLAMBIE TC Yallambie Park, Off Moola Cl, YALLAMBIE 3085
(6 Porous) 9435 0263 Mel Ref: 20 K9
Pennant Sec: Mandy Parkinson-Bates (M) 0419 307 919
Washout Contact: Mandy Parkinson-Bates (M) 0419 307 919
YARRAVILLE TC 137 Hyde St, YARRAVILLE 3013
(4 Porous, 4 Hardcourt) 9689 8884 Mel Ref: 42 C7
Pennant Sec: Mathew Spiteri (M) 0413 948 900
Washout Contact: Mathew Spiteri (M) 0413 948 900
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Viewing Pennant Results Online
at Match Centre
All 2016 Pennant teams’ fixtures, ladders and results are
online on the new Match Centre system.

How to Access Match Centre
1. Go to leagues.tennis.com.au, Log in or click Join to
create an account at the top right hand corner.
2. To view Pennant search “Tennis Victoria” in the search
bar and select the organisation result.
3. Once you find your way to your grade, click the white
star (next to the league name) to add it to your favourites
you can find in your personal Dashboard
4. For any assistance please contact play@tennis.com.au
or call 1800 PLAY TENNIS (1800 752 983).

Have a great 2016 Pennant Season!
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2016 Fixture - 8 Team Sections (14 Rounds plus finals)
1 30 April/
1 May
Singles

5 28/29 May
Singles

9 2/3 July
Singles

13 30/31 July
Singles

1v8
3v6
5v4
7v2

1v7
3v5
6v2
8v4

2v3
4v1
6v8
7v5

2v8
3v1
5v6
7v4

2 7/8 May
Doubles

6 4/5 June
Doubles

10 9/8 July
Doubles

14 6/7 August
Doubles

1v4
3v2
5v7
8v6

1v3
4v7
6v5
8v2

1v6
3v4
5v2
7v8

1v2
3v7
6v4
8v5

3 14/15 May
Singles

7 18/19 June
Singles

11 16/17 July
Singles

13/14 August
Sectional Finals

2v5
4v3
6v1
8v7

2v1
4v6
5v8
7v3

1v5
4v2
6v7
8v3

4 21/22 May
Doubles

8 25/26 June
Doubles

12 23/24 July
Doubles

2v4
3v8
5v1
7v6

2v7
4v5
6v3
8v1

2v6
4v8
5v3
7v1

Grade Finals
begin Saturday
20 August
R Round Number

Sectional Finals - Team 1 v Team 4 and Team 2 v Team 3.
The two winning teams proceed to the Grade Finals.
The home club is listed on the left.
Please note, there will be no play on the following weekend:
Queen’s Birthday weekend – Saturday 11 June and Sunday 12 June
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2016 Fixture - 6 Team Sections (15 Rounds plus finals)
Men’s Open Doubles Grades 1, 2 & 3
Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Grades 1, 2 & 3
Women’s Grade 4 Section 3 (Sunday PM)
1 30 April/
1 May Singles

5 28/29 May
Singles

9 2/3 July
Singles

13 30/31 July
Singles

1v6
3v4
5v2

1v3
4v5
6v2

1v5
4v2
6v3

1v2
3v5
6v4

2 7/8 May
Doubles

6 4/5 June
Doubles

10 9/10 July
Doubles

14 6/7 August
Doubles

2v3
4v1
6v5

2v5
4v3
6v1

2v6
3v1
5v4

2v4
3v6
5v1

3 14/15 May
Singles

7 18/19 June
Singles

11 16/17 July
Singles

15 13/14 August
Singles

1v2
3v5
6v4

1v4
3v2
5v6

1v6
3v4
5v2

1v3
4v5
6v2

4 21/24 May
Doubles

8 25/26 June
Doubles

12 23/24 July
Doubles

20/21 August
Sectional Finals

2v4
3v6
5v1

2v1
4v6
5v3

2v3
4v1
6v5

Grade Finals
begin Saturday
27 August
R Round Number

The team that finishes on top of the ladder has a bye into the next stage of
the finals Week 2. The second and third placed teams play off in Week 1 finals.
The home club is listed on the left.
Please note, there will be no play on the following weekend:
Queen’s Birthday weekend – Saturday 11 June and Sunday 12 June
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2016 Saturday PM Men’s
Grade 1
Section 1

Grade 1
Section 2

Grade 2
Section 1

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Notting Hill-Pinewood
3. Dingley
4. Heatherdale
5. MCC Tennis (MP)
6. Grace Park Hawthorn
7. Bundoora 1
8. Hepner Place Indoor 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Dandenong
3. Royal South Yarra 1
4. Eildon Park
5. Beaumaris Lawn
6. Grace Park Hawthorn
7. Saltwater Reserve
8. Koonung Park

Grade 2
Section 2
1. Dendy Park
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. Dingley
4. Royal South Yarra 2
5. Maccabi
6. Tennis World (MP)
7. Kilsyth
8. Wellington

Grade 2
Section 3
1. Mountain Gate
2. Eaglemont
3. Carmelite (Middle Park)
4. Heatherdale
5. Geelong Lawn
6. North Ringwood
7. Bundoora
8. Hadfield

Grade 3
Section 1
1. Dendy Park 1
2. Notting Hill-Pinewood
3. Royal Park
4. East Camberwell
5. Tennis World (AR) 1
6. Warrandyte
7. Hepner Place Indoor
8. Coatesville

Grade 3
Section 2
1. MCC Kew Sports Club
2. Dendy Park 2
3. Manchester Heights
4. Essendon
5. Hampton
6. Tennis World (MP) 2
7. Glen Iris Valley Rec 1
8. Mt Eliza

Grade 3
Section 3
1. Nunawading
2. Eaglemont
3. Parkwood
4. Carmelite (Middle Park)
5. Macleod
6. Langwarrin
7. Glen Iris Valley Rec 2
8. Fitzroy

Grade 4
Section 1
1. Notting Hill-Pinewood
2. Overport Park 1
3. Royal South Yarra 1
4. Dingley 1
5. MCC Tennis (MP)
6. Beaumaris Lawn 1
7. Burwood
8. Ormond

Grade 4
Section 2
1. St Mary’s (Greensborough)
2. Overport Park 2
3. Eildon Park
4. Royal South Yarra 2
5. Tennis World (AR)
6. Beaumaris Lawn 2
7. Donvale
8. Mt Eliza

Grade 4
Section 3
1. Grace Valley
2. Nunawading
3. Holy Saviour
4. Dingley 2
5. Black Rock
6. Knox City
7. Hepner Place Indoor
8. Royal South Yarra 3

Grade 4
Section 4
1. Old Scotch
2. MCC Kew Sports Club
3. East Coburg
4. Parkwood
5. Geelong Lawn
6. Mayfield Park
7. Heathmont
8. Melbourne University

Glenburn
Kooyong Lawn 2
Royal South Yarra Lawn
Essendon
Beaumaris Lawn
North Ringwood
Bundoora 2
Hepner Place Indoor 2
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2016 Saturday PM Men’s
Grade 5
Section 1

Grade 5
Section 2

Grade 5
Section 3

1. Kooyong Lawn
2. Dendy Park
3. Dingley 1
4. Royal Park 1
5. Beaumaris Lawn
6. Maccabi
7. Upwey South
8. Box Hill

1. Notting Hill-Pinewood
2. MCC Kew Sports Club
3. Royal Park 2
4. Dingley 2
5. North Ringwood 1
6. Glencairn
7. Maribyrnong Park
8. Narre Warren North

1. Eaglemont 1
2. Keon Park
3. Essendon 1
4. Royal Park 3
5. North Ringwood 2
6. Geelong Lawn
7. Gracedale Park
8. Cambridge

Grade 5
Section 4

Grade 5
Section 5

Grade 6
Section 1

1. Kings Park
2. Mordialloc 1
3. Oakleigh
4. Chadstone
5. Black Rock
6. Clarinda
7. Koonung Park
8. Bruce Park

1. Altona
2. Strathmore
3. Essendon 2
4. Taylors Lakes
5. MCC Tennis (MP)
6. Hoppers Crossing
7. Deer Park
8. Sunbury Lawn

1. East Malvern 1
2. Yarraville 1
3. Gladstone Park
4. Royal South Yarra
5. Heathmont 1
6. Beaumaris Lawn
7. Mt Eliza
8. Glen Iris Valley Rec 1

Grade 6
Section 2

Grade 6
Section 3

Grade 6
Section 4

1. West Lalor
2. UCTC Diamond Creek
3. East Camberwell 1
4. Eildon Park
5. St Andrew’s Gardiner
6. Tennis World 1(AR)
7. Bacchus Marsh
8. Bundoora

1. Yarraville 2
2. Hawthorn
3. Heatherdale
4. East Camberwell 2
5. Langwarrin
6. Tennis World 2 (AR)
7. Fitzroy
8. Glen Iris Valley Rec 2

1. Ferny Creek
2. St Paul’s Apostle
3. Springvale North
4. Parkwood
5. North Balwyn
6. Long Beach
7. Melbourne University 1
8. Heathmont 2

Grade 7
Section 1

Grade 7
Section 2

Grade 7
Section 3

1. Dandenong
2. Bye
3. Dingley
4. Scoresby-Wantirna South
5. Beaumaris Lawn
6. Langwarrin
7. Narre Warren North 1
8. Burwood

1. Overport Park
2. Dendy Park 2
3. Highmoor Uniting
4. Caulfield Rec
5. Bye
6. Maccabi
7. Donvale 1
8. Narre Warren North 2

1. Monash University
2. Mountain Gate
3. Whites Lane
4. Templestowe Park
5. Warrandyte
6. North Balwyn
7. Box Hill 1
8. Donvale 2
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2016 Saturday PM Men’s
Grade 7
Section 4

Grade 7
Section 5

Grade 8
Section 1

1. Dendy Park 1
2. East Malvern
3. Clifton
4. East Coburg
5. Centenary Park
6. Geelong Lawn 1
7. Bye
8. Box Hill 2

1. Gisborne
2. Altona
3. Royal Park
4. Werribee
5. Hoppers Crossing
6. Maidstone Junior
7. Geelong Lawn 2
8. Deer Park

1. Dendy Park
2. Kings Park
3. Royal South Yarra 1
4. Albert Park Lawn
5. Maccabi 1
6. Aspendale
7. Glen Iris Valley Rec
8. Gracedale Park

Grade 8
Section 2

Grade 8
Section 3

Grade 9
Section 1

1. East Malvern 1
2. Monash University
3. Mountain Gate
4. Royal South Yarra 2
5. Tennis World (AR)
6. Maccabi 2
7. Upwey South
8. Bentleigh Rec

1. Nunawading
2. East Malvern 2
3. East Camberwell
4. Sunshine Park
5. Grace Park Hawthorn
6. Willison Park
7. Box Hill
8. Melbourne University

1. Hawthorn
2. Monash University 1
3. Kew
4. Holy Saviour
5. Dendy Park 1
6. St Andrew’s Gardiner
7. Burwood
8. Heathmont

Grade 9
Section 2

Grade 9
Section 3

Grade 10
Section 1

1. Monash University 2
2. Dendy Park 2
3. Belgrave Heights
4. Clifton
5. Grace Park Hawthorn
6. Maccabi
7. Melbourne University
8. Donvale

1. Keon Park
2. Altona
3. Sunshine Park
4. Bye
5. Norris Bank
6. Tennis World (AR)
7. Sunbury Lawn
8. Fitzroy

1. Mordialloc
2. HE Parker Reserve
3. Caulfield Rec
4. Hampton Park
5. Mayfield Park
6. Beaumaris Lawn
7. Croydon
8. Bye

Grade 10
Section 2
1. Hume 1
2. Gisborne
3. Delahey Rec
4. Royal Park
5. Bye
6. Norris Bank
7. Heathmont
8. Burwood
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2016 Sunday PM Men’s
Grade 3
Section 4

Grade 5
Section 6

Grade 6
Section 5

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. Dandenong
4. Clifton
5. St Paul’s Apostle
6. Bye
7. Grace Park Hawthorn 1
8. Grace Park Hawthorn 2

1. Eaglemont 2
2. Banyule
3. Doncaster
4. Mordialloc 2
5. Bulleen
6. Wantirna
7. Wheelers Hill
8. Greensborough

1. Eaglemont
2. Kooyong Lawn
3. Melbourne University 2
4. Delahey Rec
5. East Malvern 2
6. Bulleen
7. Whites Lane
8. Bye

Grade 7
Section 6

Grade 8
Section 4

Grade 8
Section 5

1. Kooyong Lawn
2. Devon Meadows
3. Doutta Galla
4. Melbourne University
5. Bundoora
6. Eltham
7. Mt Eliza
8. East Camberwell

1. Kooyong Lawn
2. Eaglemont 1
3. Hume
4. Doncaster 1
5. Bye
6. Bundoora
7. Greensborough
8. Yallambie

1. Ashburton Uniting
2. Eaglemont 2
3. Eildon Park
4. Doncaster 2
5. Frankston
6. Notting Hill-Pinewood
7. Bye
8. Parkdale

Grade 10
Section 3
1. Eaglemont
2. Carmelite (Middle Park)
3. Hume 2
4. Dandenong
5. St Mary’s (Greensborough)
6. North Ringwood
7. East Camberwell
8. Bye
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2016 Saturday AM Women’s
Grade 1
Section 1

Grade 1
Section 2

Grade 2
Section 1

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. Royal South Yarra 1
4. Geelong Lawn
5. Dendy Park
6. Grace Park Hawthorn
7. Essendon
8. Bye

1. Kooyong Lawn 3
2. Kooyong Lawn 4
3. MCC Tennis (MP)
4. Royal South Yarra 2
5. Beaumaris Lawn
6. Hepner Place Indoor
7. Dandenong
8. Hawthorn

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Oakleigh
3. Royal South Yarra
4. Chadstone
5. Beaumaris Lawn 1
6. Overport Park
7. Bundoora 1
8. Eildon Park

Grade 2
Section 2

Grade 3
Section 1

Grade 3
Section 2

1. East Preston Park
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. MCC Tennis (MP)
4. Heathmont
5. Wonga Park
6. Beaumaris Lawn 2
7. Donvale
8. Bundoora 2

1. Kooyong Lawn
2. Glen Iris Valley Rec
3. Geelong Lawn
4. Royal South Yarra 1
5. Grace Park Hawthorn
6. Dendy Park 1
7. East Malvern
8. Essendon 1

1. Tennis World (AR)
2. Mt Eliza
3. Royal South Yarra 2
4. MCC Tennis (MP) 1
5. Royal Park
6. Dendy Park 2
7. Hawthorn 1
8. Essendon 2

Grade 3
Section 3

Grade 4
Section 1

Grade 4
Section 2

1. Bulleen
2. Dingley
3. Eaglemont
4. MCC Tennis (MP) 2
5. Knox City
6. Hepner Place Indoor
7. Hawthorn 2
8. Melbourne University

1. Oakleigh
2. Frankston
3. Glencairn
4. Tennis World (MP) 2
5. Langwarrin 1
6. Templestowe Park
7. East Malvern
8. Melbourne University

1. Tennis World (AR) 1
2. Doveton
3. St Mary’s (Greensborough)
4. Royal South Yarra
5. Templestowe Park
6. Langwarrin 2
7. Sunbury Lawn
8. Hawthorn

Grade 5
Section 1

Grade 5
Section 2

Grade 5
Section 3

1. Glen Iris Valley Rec 1
2. Kooyong Lawn 1
3. Nunawading
4. Geelong Lawn
5. St Paul’s Apostle
6. Bye
7. Monash University
8. East Malvern

1. Kooyong Lawn 2
2. Tennis World (AR)
3. Royal South Yarra
4. Mornington
5. Dendy Park
6. Beaumaris Lawn
7. Eildon Park
8. Bye

1. Glen Iris Valley Rec 2
2. Kooyong Lawn 3
3. Bruce Park
4. Burwood
5. Doncaster
6. Hume
7. Melbourne University
8. Bye
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2016 Sunday PM Women’s
Grade 4
Section 3 (6 Teams)

Grade 5
Section 4

1. Bulleen
2. Greensborough
3. Dandenong
4. Beaumaris Lawn
5. Dingley
6. North Ringwood

1. Bayswater North
2. Bulleen
3. Canterbury
4. Essendon
5. Fountain Gate
6. Kings Park
7. Yallambie
8. Bye

2016 Saturday PM Men’s Open Doubles
Grade 1 (6 Teams)

Grade 2 (6 Teams)

Grade 3 (6 Teams)

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. Kooyong Lawn 3
4. East Malvern
5. Lum Reserve
6. St Mary’s (Greensborough)

1. Willison Park
2. Yarraville
3. Mornington
4. Mitcham
5. Chadstone
6. Hampton Park

1. Kew
2. Kurunjang Park
3. Dingley
4. Macleod
5. Maccabi
6. Bruce Park

2016 Saturday PM Men’s Masters 45+ Open Doubles
Grade 1 (6 Teams)

Grade 2 (6 Teams)

Grade 3 (5 Teams only)

1. Kooyong Lawn 1
2. Kooyong Lawn 2
3. Royal Park
4. Sunbury Lawn
5. Ardrie Park
6. Legend Park

1. Dendy Park
2. Grace Park Hawthorn
3. Royal South Yarra
4. Royal Park
5. Beaumaris Lawn
6. Geelong Lawn

1. Hawthorn
2. Tennis Seniors Victoria
3. Parkville
4. Greenvale
5. Bye
6. Centenary Park
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Tennis Victoria
Competitions

A fast paced National
Modified Competition

The top level of competition for
Victorian clubs

The largest interclub
competition in Australia

Age based inter metropolitan
association competition

For all competition news, fixtures and results please visit:
tennis.com.au/vic/competitions
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2016 PENNANT COMPETITION – CONDITIONS OF PLAY
6.20 		Defaults by teams/players
6.21		Results of matches
6.22		Places and dates for matches
6.23		Makes of and number of balls for
use in each match
6.24		Number of courts necessary
6.25		Conditions of courts and clubs
6.26		Eligibility of players for victorian
pennant
6.27		Eligibility of players for all finals
matches
6.28		Players competing in different
grades
6.29		Players changing teams in a
grade
6.30		Emergency players
6.31		Substitute players and
retirements
6.32		Player transfers
6.33		Player’s tennis attire
6.34		Protests by clubs
6.35		Payment of fees and fines
6.36		Powers of tennis victoria and the
competitions committee
6.37		Interpretation of by-laws and
conditions of play
6.38		Appeals
6.39 		Conditions of play for players – TA
& MA events disciplinary policy
Schedule of common fees and fines

6.1		General
6.2		Interpretation
6.3		Pennant
6.4		Doubles pennant
6.5		Men’s masters 45+ doubles
pennant
6.6		Entries
6.7		Conditions of play in victorian
pennant home and away
matches
6.8		Time between rubbers and for
first rubbers being called
6.9		Hit-up and rest periods and toilet
and change of attire breaks
6.10		Commencement and conclusion
times for matches (home and
away)
6.11		Method of scoring in home and
away completed and incomplete
matches
6.12		Pennant sectional finals
6.13		Pennant grade finals series
6.14		Pennant sectional and grade
finals series match conditions
6.15		Pennant grade grand finals
6.16 Doubles pennant and men’s
masters 45+ doubles pennant
grade finals & grade grand finals
6.17		Abandoned, postponed and
rescheduled victorian pennant
matches
6.18		Attendance and no show
provisions
6.19		Playing out of order and
strengthening a team
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6.0 C
 onditions Of Play – Victorian Pennant Matches
(Men and Women)
6.1

General
Victorian Pennant shall be conducted for Clubs affiliated with Tennis Victoria in
accordance with the following By-laws and Conditions of Play.
6.2 Interpretation
The following terms and definitions shall have the following meanings:
6.2.1 “BY-LAWS” means the rules of the Victorian Pennant Teams Competition,
which encompasses the regulations governing the Pennant, Doubles Pennant
and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant Competitions as set out herein.
6.2.2 “CAPTAIN” (or “Team Captain”) means a person who is nominated player in the
team or may also be another person who is registered member of the team’s
Club, who is appointed by that team to represent them in relation to any
decisions or coin tosses that may need to be made pursuant to these By-laws.
(a)	The player / person appointed to be the Team Captain may vary each
week.
(b)	The appointed Team Captain for each match must be nominated on the
score sheet before play commences.
(c)	Where a Team Captain is not in attendance to make the required
decision, the remaining members in attendance in the Captain’s absence
shall appoint a substitute Captain to take his/her role until he/she is in
attendance. Where only one team member is present (and that person is
not the usual team Captain) that team member is the Captain until the
appointed Captain arrives.
6.2.3 “CLUB” means any tennis club or Victorian Pennant Entity approved to play
in the Victorian Pennant competition by Tennis Victoria, provided the club
is directly affiliated with Tennis Victoria as at the close of entries (see By-law
6.6.3) and:
(a)	its home courts are located within the 039 or 038 telephone area code,
including any additional courts used to compete in Victorian Pennant
which must be at a Tennis Victoria affiliated club, or
(b)	its home courts are located outside the 039 or 038 telephone area code,
but its “home Pennant courts”, including any additional courts used
to compete in Victorian Pennant, are at a Tennis Victoria affiliated club
located within the 039 or 038 telephone area code, or
(c)	its home courts are located outside the 038 or 039 telephone area code
and it is admitted because it was approved by Tennis Victoria , or
(d) the Club is the Geelong Lawn Tennis Club.
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6.2.4 “COMMENCEMENT TIME” means the time prescribed by these By-laws for the
start of play for defined types of matches (Note: home and away matches may
have different times from Finals matches).
6.2.5 “CONCLUSION TIME” means the latest prescribed time by which a specified
type of match must be completed or discontinued in accordance with these
By-laws (Note: home and away matches may have different times from Finals
matches).
6.2.6 “COMPETITION SOFTWARE” means the national computer software used by
Tennis Victoria to conduct Victorian Pennant, including, but not limited to the
registration of teams and players, payments of fees, registration of results and
protests.
6.2.7 “DOUBLES PENNANT” means a doubles only tennis competition conducted
by Tennis Victoria for clubs, teams and players pursuant to these Victorian
Pennant By-laws;
6.2.8 “MATCH CLOCK” means the clubhouse clock (not a watch) located at the site
where a match is to be played. If there is more than one clock, the home team
captain must nominate which is the specified match clock. This clock shall
be used as the official timepiece for the match unless the Team Captains by
agreement elect to use a different timepiece (this may be a watch) which
can be used near the match courts. Where the specified Match Clock is not
working for reasons not in the control of the Home team (i.e. power failure or
flat battery) the home team shall nominate a watch to substitute in place of it.
6.2.9 “MEN’S MASTERS 45+ DOUBLES PENNANT” means a doubles only tennis
competition for men aged 45 years or more conducted by Tennis Victoria for
clubs, teams and players pursuant to these Victorian Pennant By-laws;
6.2.10 “NOMINATED CLUB REPRESENTATIVE FOR WASHOUTS” means the person
appointed by a club as an alternative contact to the home Captain who
may make a decision with the mutual agreement of the visiting Captain to
abandon play because of rain in accordance with the Abandoned Washout
Procedure (see By-law 6.10.3). This person’s contact details will be included in
the Pennant Handbook and on Tennis Victoria’s website.
6.2.11 “PENNANT” means a singles and doubles tennis competition conducted
by Tennis Victoria for clubs, teams and players pursuant to these Victorian
Pennant By-laws; except where its contents specify that it applies to either
Doubles Pennant matches and/or Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant only.
6.2.12 “” COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE means the Tennis Victoria Competitions
Committee – as constituted pursuant to the By-laws of the Victorian Tennis
Association.
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6.2.13 “PENNANT HANDBOOK” means the book published by Tennis Victoria to
give each team details about the Victorian Pennant competitions. Details will
include but not be limited to club addresses, contact details, the fixtures, the
Victorian Pennant By-laws and other rules, Melbourne Light-up times for the
season, and the team make-up of each Grade and Section.
6.2.14 “REFEREE” means a registered tennis official appointed by Tennis Victoria for
the purposes of officiating at a specified Pennant, Doubles Pennant or Men’s
Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant match.
(a)	Where no umpires are present, any determination made by a Referee in
relation to a question of fact shall be final.
(b)	Any determination made by a Referee in relation to a question of law
shall be final save that the Referee shall not be required to make any
determinations in relation to a team’s makeup and/or singles order of
merit. These considerations will be solely determined by Tennis Victoria
in accordance with these By-laws.
(c)	Tennis Victoria will appoint Referees at Tennis Victoria’s expense for all
Grade Grand Finals. A club may request a Referee to be appointed for
any other match (home or away or finals) and one will be appointed
(subject to the availability of a Referee) at the expense of the club
making the request. Any such request will need to be made prior to
5:00pm on the Wednesday preceding the relevant match to be officiated.
6.2.15 “REGISTERED PLAYER” means a person who is:
(a)	Registered to play Victorian Pennant tennis with his/her team’s club. The
person need not be a financial member of that club. It is further noted as
follows:
			
(i)	Where the player is part of the original nominated team, the club
registration of that player must be registered as at the close of
entries (see By-law 6.6.3),
			
(ii)	Where the player first plays for the team as an Emergency or as a
Wildcard (see By-law 6.30) then that player’s club registration must
be registered as at the time he/she first plays for the team, or
			
(iii)	Where a player first plays for the team as an additional lower ranked
player or as an additional player to replace a delisted player (see Bylaw 6.6.7) that player’s club registration must be registered as at the
time he/she first plays for the team, or
			
(iv)	Where the player joins the team as part of a club transfer (see By-law
6.32) the club transfer of registration must have been approved as at
the time the player first plays for the team,
			
(v)	A player may be registered to play Victorian Pennant for more than
one club, provided each different club registration is for a different
Victorian Pennant Competition category.
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(b) Nominated to play Victorian Pennant by his/her club, and
(c) Registered to play Victorian Pennant with Tennis Victoria.
6.2.16 “REPLACEMENT PLAYER” means a player who plays in a Victorian Pennant
team as an Emergency, (By-law 6.30) a Substitute, (By-law 6.31) or a Wildcard
(By-law 6.30).
6.2.17 “TEAM” means a minimum of four male players of the same club or a
minimum of four female players of the same club who are nominated to play
in a match.
6.2.18 “VICTORIAN PENNANT” means the weekly competitions of Pennant, Doubles
Pennant and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant operated by Tennis Victoria
and governed by the Competitions Committee pursuant to these By-laws
6.2.19 “VICTORIAN PENNANT ENTITY” means an affiliate of Tennis Victoria.
6.2.20 The singular shall mean and include the plural and vice versa and any gender
shall mean and include all other genders except where reference to a gender
specific competition is referred to, in which case the stated gender shall only
apply.
6.2.21 Unless otherwise specified, where a By-law permits the two team Captains
to make a decision by agreement, this decision will instead be made by the
Referee if one has been appointed to officiate the match.
6.3 Pennant
Pennant shall:
6.3.1 Be played on Saturday mornings and/or afternoons and / or Sunday mornings
and/or afternoons in each year during such months as determined by Tennis
Victoria; except where a Finals match has been postponed due to the Finals
Wet Weather Procedure (By-law 6.17.1) or time, the scheduling for Finals the
following week may include a week day at the discretion of Tennis Victoria
(By-law 6.17).
6.3.2 Be played between separate male teams and be played between separate
female teams.
6.3.3 Consist of:
(a) Home and away matches, and
(b) Finals matches.
6.3.4 Consist of singles and doubles rubbers.
6.3.5 Be divided into Grades and Sections, if necessary, as follows:
(a)	Men’s Grade 1 which shall consist of up to two Sections, both Sections to
be played on Saturday afternoons unless otherwise specified by Tennis
Victoria.
(b)	Men’s Grades 2 and 3 which shall consist of up to three Sections each,
all of which are to be played on Saturday afternoons unless otherwise
specified by Tennis Victoria.
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(c)	Men’s Grade 4 which shall consist of up to four sections, three of which
to be played on Saturday afternoons and one of which to be played on
Sunday afternoons unless otherwise specified by Tennis Victoria.
(d)	Men’s Grade 5 which shall consist of up to six sections, up to five of
which to be played on Saturday afternoons and up to two of which to
be played on Sunday afternoons unless otherwise specified by Tennis
Victoria.
(e)	Men’s Grade 6 and below shall have up to eight Sections per Grade to be
played at times as determined by Tennis Victoria.
(f)	Women’s Grade 1 which shall consist of up to two Sections, both to
be played on Saturday mornings unless otherwise specified by Tennis
Victoria.
(g)	Women’s Grade 2 which shall consist of up to three Sections, two of
which to be played on Saturday mornings and one of which to be played
on Saturday afternoons unless otherwise specified by Tennis Victoria.
(h)	Women’s Grade 3 which shall consist of up to four Sections, up to three
of which to be played on Saturday mornings, up to two of which to be
played on Saturday afternoons and up to one of which to be played on
Sunday afternoons unless otherwise specified by Tennis Victoria.
		(i)	Women’s Grade 4 and below shall consist of up to eight Sections per
Grade to be played at times as determined by Tennis Victoria.
(j)	Men’s Grades 1 to 5 and Women Grades 1 to 3, if necessary, shall consist
of sections of up to eight teams unless otherwise specified by Tennis
Victoria.
(k)	Men’s Grades 6 and below and Women’s Grades 4 and below, if
necessary, shall consist of sections of up to eight teams, except that the
lowest Grade in each year shall consist of sections of up to six teams as
determined by Tennis Victoria.
(l)	Each club will be limited to entering no more than two teams in each
Section in Men’s Grades 1 to 5 and Women’s Grades 1 to 3.
(m) All Grades and Sections shall be placed in numerical sequence.
6.3.6 Locality considerations shall not be used as a factor when Tennis Victoria
determines the team make-up of each Section in Men’s Grades 1 to 5 and
Women’s Grades 1 to 3. Locality could be a factor that Tennis Victoria may
consider when determining the team make-up of each Section in the lower
Grades (noting that the lowest Grade in any year will be the Grade most likely
to use locality zones as one of its factors).
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Doubles Pennant
Doubles Pennant shall:
Be played on Saturday mornings and/or afternoons and / or Sunday mornings
and/or afternoons in each year during such months as determined by Tennis
Victoria; except where a Finals match has been postponed due to the Finals
Wet Weather Procedure (By-law 6.17.1) or time, the scheduling for Finals the
following week may include a week day at the discretion of Tennis Victoria
(By-law 6.17).
Be played between separate male teams and be played between separate
female teams.
Consist of:
(a) Home and away matches, and
(b) Finals matches.
Consist of doubles rubbers only.
Be divided into Grades only. Each Grade shall consist of between 6 and 8 teams.
There shall be no order of merit in Doubles Pennant, however each team
will nominate their No. 1 Pair and No.2 Pair which will not change during the
match (except where a Substitute is used, see By-Law 6.31) Teams may vary
the pairings from week to week.
Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant
Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant shall:
Be played on Saturday and / or Sunday mornings and / or afternoons in each
year during such months as determined by Tennis Victoria; except where a
Finals match has been postponed due to the Finals Wet Weather Procedure
(By-law 6.17.1) or time, the scheduling for Finals the following week may
include a week day at the discretion of Tennis Victoria (By-law 6.17).
Be played between separate male teams only where players are aged 45 years
or over (see also By-law 6.26.3 for full age details).
Consist of:
(a) Home and away matches, and
(b) Finals matches.
Consist of doubles rubbers only.
Be divided into Grades only. Each Grade shall consist of between 6 and 8 teams.
There shall be no order of merit in Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant, and
each team shall nominate their pairings on the score sheet before the match
commences. These nominations shall include different combinations of player
pairings for the 3rd and 4th rubbers. No rubber may have identical pairings to
a rubber previously played in the match. Each player must play two rubbers in
the match.
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6.6 Entries
6.6.1 Each club shall be entitled to enter teams in Pennant, Doubles Pennant and
Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant.
6.6.2 An entry fee as determined by Tennis Victoria, for each team shall be paid to
Tennis Victoria at the time of entry.
6.6.3 Entries shall close as determined by Tennis Victoria.
6.6.4 Each club entering teams shall submit to Tennis Victoria the names and other
details of the proposed players for each team and provide such evidence as
Tennis Victoria shall deem necessary in support of the suggested Grade in
which the team should play. Proposed Pennant teams shall also submit their
proposed singles playing order of merit at this time. Hereafter referred to as
“the singles order of merit”.
6.6.5 Players nominated in teams entered in Grades 1 or 2 of Pennant are expected
to play at least 50% of home and away matches during the season in the
Grade in which the player has been nominated. Failure to do so, without
good and sufficient reason as determined by Tennis Victoria, may affect player
eligibility for the following season. A penalty may be issued to any club where
two or more players of any nominated team do not play at least 50% of home
and away matches for the season. The penalty, monetary or otherwise, will be
at the discretion of Tennis Victoria.
6.6.6 Tennis Victoria shall determine in its absolute discretion which Grade (and
Section for Pennant) any team or player shall play and the singles order of
merit, and shall notify each club accordingly. There shall be no order of merit
for doubles.
6.6.7 Once a team has been approved by Tennis Victoria the team may not add any
further members to their team unless he or she is included as approved by
these By-laws. Teams may use Emergencies or a Wildcard (see By-law 6.30) to
replace an ordinary team member but these players will not be considered
part of the team. Emergencies may not strengthen a team from its initially
approved standard; a Wildcard can strengthen the team.
(a)	At any time during the home and away season a club may apply to
Tennis Victoria to have additional players added to a team. Any such
player/s must be of a lower playing standard than the original lowest
ranked player on the team. Tennis Victoria shall determine whether the
players may be added to the team at their sole and absolute discretion.
			
(i)	If approved and if the player is added to a Pennant team, Tennis
Victoria will also assign a singles order of merit position to the
additional player.
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(b)	Where a player is unable to play or continue playing for their Victorian
Pennant team, whether by choice (club or player) or where the player
suffers a long term injury or illness (unable to play for 6 weeks or
more) that club may apply to Tennis Victoria to delist that player from
their team and have an additional player appointed to the team.
Tennis Victoria will decide in its absolute discretion as to whether the
delisting will be permitted and may request evidence to assist them in
determining the matter.
			
(i)	Where permitted by Tennis Victoria, the additional player shall be of
an equivalent or lower standard than the player being delisted.
			
(ii)	Where an additional player is permitted to join a Pennant team,
Tennis Victoria shall revise the team’s singles order of merit to
remove the delisted player and include the additional player.
			
(iii)	A player who has played for a Wildcard eligible team as a Wildcard
pursuant to By-law 6.30 may not become a team member for that
team to replace a delisted player.
			
(iv) 	Once a player has been delisted for a period of six weeks that delisted
player may return to play for the team as an Emergency under the
terms and conditions of By-law 6.30 and/or as a Substitute pursuant
to By-law 6.31. Where the delisted player has cited an injury or illness
as the reason for being delisted, that player may not play for any other
Victorian Pennant team during that six week period.
(c)	Applications to add, replace and/or delist a player must be made to
Tennis Victoria on the prescribed form on or before 12 noon on the
Thursday preceding the match in which the club proposes playing
the additional player. If Tennis Victoria has not been able to make a
determination (for whatever reason) prior to the match being played, the
nominated player may only play in that week’s match as an Emergency,
provided he/she satisfies the criteria set out in By-law 6.30.
6.6.8 Clubs may apply for a team’s singles order of merit to be amended between
Rounds 4 and 10 of the Pennant home and away season. At the conclusion of
Round 10, no other changes may be made to a team’s singles order of merit
except at Tennis Victoria’s direction or pursuant to By-laws 6.27.1, 6.27.4 or
6.32. Unapproved changes may lead to forfeiture of matches and/or further
penalty, above the prescribed fine. These cannot be protested by clubs and
approval is at the sole discretion of Tennis Victoria.
6.6.9 The maximum number of teams to be entered by clubs in any one season of
play will be determined by the number of courts available with a limit of two
teams for each two courts made available.
6.6.10 No entry will be accepted where a club has outstanding debt or fines with
Tennis Victoria.
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Conditions Of Play For Victorian Pennant Matches
6.7 Conditions Of Play In Home And Away Matches
6.7.1 The weekly arrangements for the home and away season shall be as follows:
(a)	In Pennant each team in each section shall play each other team a
minimum of two times. The first match in each season shall be singles
and the second match doubles and each week alternating thereafter
singles and then doubles shall be played at home club courts or away
club courts as specified by the competition fixture.
(b)	In Doubles Pennant and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant each team in
each Grade shall play each other a minimum of two times. Doubles matches
shall be played every week and each match shall be played at home club
courts or away club courts as specified by the competition fixture.
6.7.2 Each match, whether singles or doubles, shall consist of four separate rubbers.
(a)	For Pennant’s singles and doubles rubbers and for Doubles Pennant’s
doubles rubbers, each rubber’s format will be the best of three tiebreak
sets, with the tiebreak (first to seven points with a two point advantage)
at six games all.
(b)	For Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant’s doubles rubbers, each rubber’s
format shall consist of two tiebreak sets (tiebreak of first to seven points
with a two point advantage played at six games all) and a ten point
match tiebreak (tiebreak of first to ten with two points advantage)
played at one set all to decide the rubber.
(c)	The names of players for all rubbers and the team Captain shall be
completed on the scoresheet prior to or at the Commencement time for
the match except that the names of Substitutes should be subsequently
added if required to be used.
(d)	Any player not in attendance at the match site at the Commencement
time shall have “L” recorded against their name on the scoresheet for
consideration by the other team.
6.7.3 In singles matches the following shall apply:
(a)	Four players from each team shall compete separately and each player of
one team shall play one of the opposing team’s players.
(b)	Each player in each team shall play in their assigned singles order of
merit as previously approved by Tennis Victoria (Replacement players see
By-law 6.7.3(c)).
(c)	Replacement Players (see By-laws 6.30 and 6.31) must play in accordance
with his/her playing standard in the proper order of highest to lowest
when combined with the other nominated team members.
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(d)	In every match the No. 1 player of one team shall play the No. 1 player
of the opposing team, the No. 2 player of one team shall play the No. 2
player of the opposing team, and so on. No player may play in a singles
rubber that is below their assigned singles order of merit but they may
play above it.
(e)	Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a
Replacement Player or whether a player has played out of the correct
singles order of merit must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
(f)	The Captain of the away team shall have the first choice to nominate the
first rubber to be played and the Captain of the home team shall have
the second choice to nominate the second rubber to be played. The
Captain of the away team shall have the third choice to nominate the
third rubber to be played. The third nomination shall be made without
delay and no later than when the court from the first completed rubber
is ready for play.
(g)	The Captain of the away team shall have the choice of courts for each
rubber from those courts made available for the match by the home club.
Case example: If the No.4 player in Team A plays in the No.2 position singles
rubber, then only team members ranked no. 5 or below on the singles order of
merit or an Emergency (By-Law 6.30) who is of the same or lower standard to
the No. 5 player can play in the No.3 and No.4 positions for singles rubbers.
Case example: If an Emergency player (By-law 6.30), plays the No.1 position
singles rubber for Team B, Team B’s No.1 player may not play a singles rubber
in that match as if the No.1 player plays in a lower singles position (such as
singles position No.2), Team B has been strengthened. In Wildcard eligible
teams, a Wildcard player and a No.1 player may play in the same match.
Case example: Team A uses an Emergency and plays him at No.3 position
in singles. Team A’s normal No’s 1 and 2 play in their correct order. Team B
protests this on the following Monday, stating that the Emergency was equal
in standard to Team A’s No.1 player. Tennis Victoria agrees and therefore
Team A loses the points won from the No. 3 position singles rubber and also
the match points. Team A could only use that player as an Emergency or
Substitute for their No.1 player.
Case example: Team A’s No.2 position player is injured and an Emergency
is used. The Emergency is lower in playing standard than the No.3 position
player but higher than the No.4 player. Team A must play the Emergency at
the No.3 singles position and promote their normal No.3 player to the No.2
singles position for that match otherwise the team will be playing out of
their singles order of merit. The Emergency may not play at the No.2 singles
position even though he/she is directly replacing that player in the team.
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Case example: At 1:00pm for an afternoon home and away singles match,
Team A arrives and advises Team B that their No.1 singles player is missing and
he is unlikely to arrive for the day. Team B is given the No.1 singles rubber as
a default and also wins the overall match (and is awarded the match points).
All other rubbers are played. For those rubbers, Team A’s singles players may
still play in their assigned singles order of merit, so that Team A’s No.2 singles
player may play Team B’s No.2 singles player and is not required to be forced
to play up in the No.1 position singles rubber. Note: if this example happened
in Finals, Team A may still win the overall match based on the scores of the
other rubbers that are played.
6.7.4 For Pennant and Doubles Pennant the following shall apply for doubles
matches:
(a) Every week each team, prior to play, shall nominate:
			
(i) Four players to play.
			
(ii)	Their No.1 pair and No.2 pair to play that week. The pairings need
not be in order of merit.
(b)	The two pairs from each team shall compete separately and both pairs of
one team shall play both pairs of the opposing team.
(c)	No team may be strengthened by the inclusion of a Replacement Player
(By-law 6.30 and By-law 6.31).
(d)	Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a
Replacement Player must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
(e)	The Captain of the visiting team shall have the right to nominate the
order in which each rubber is played.
(f)	The Captain of the visiting team shall have the choice of courts for each
rubber from those courts made available for the match by the home club.
6.7.5 For Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant the following shall apply for matches:
(a)	Every week each team, prior to play, shall nominate four combinations of
pairs (which must be four different pairs) made up from the four players
in the team to play that week. Each pairing shall be categorised as either
the first, second, third or fourth pair, but this is not an order of merit.
(b)	In every match the first pair of one team shall play the first pair of the
opposing team, the second pair of one team shall play the second pair
of the opposing team, the third pair of one team shall play the third pair
and the fourth pair of one team shall play the fourth pair of the opposing
team. No one player shall play more than two rubbers in a match. Once
a specific combination of pairs have played each other, this combination
may not be repeated to play again in another rubber.
(c)	No team may be strengthened by the inclusion of an Emergency (By-law
6.30) and/or a Substitute (By-Law 6.31).
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(d)	Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a
Replacement Player must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
(e)	The Captain of the visiting team shall have the right to nominate the
order in which each rubber is played.
(d)	The Captain of the visiting team shall have the choice of courts for each
rubber from those courts made available for the match by the home club.
Case example: Team A nominates the following pairs: A/C, B/D, A/D, & B/C.
Team B nominates E/F, G/H, E/H & F/G. These pairs are then played as follows:
1st Rubber
First Pair v First Pair – A/C v E/F
2nd Rubber
Second Pair v Second Pair – B/D v G/H
3rd Rubber	Any combination pair except the pairing from 1st or 2nd
rubber A/D v E/H
4th Rubber
Remaining Pair v remaining Pair – B/C v F/G
Time Between Rubbers And For First Rubbers Being Called:
Once a match has commenced play, play should be continuous, except for the
periods as set out in these By-laws.
Subject to inclement weather and By-law 6.8.4, the players for the first rubbers
to be played must be on court and ready to play within fifteen minutes of the
Commencement time (see also By-law 6.18 regarding attendance and
no shows).
Subject to inclement weather, By-law 6.8.4 and the Substitution By-law
(see 6.31.2), there shall be a maximum of fifteen minutes between all other
rubbers, once players from previous rubbers (if any are required) are available
(see also provisions of By-law 6.18 regarding no shows).
Where a rubber requires the nomination of a rubber to be played or a coin
toss for a Grade Grand Final court allocation, the timing of the fifteen minutes
shall be taken from the time the players are nominated and then called to
court until they are on court and ready to play unless otherwise specified in
the provisions of By-law 6.18 regarding no shows.
The Match Clock shall determine all timings set out in these provisions of Bylaw 6.8.
Hit-Up Rest Periods And Toilet And Change Of Attire Breaks
The maximum time permitted for a hit-up before commencement of each
rubber is five minutes.
Play shall be continuous throughout each rubber and no rest period is
permitted between sets, however, the courts played upon may be serviced
between sets at the discretion of either player, team or club. Courts may only
be serviced during a set if both players agree or if directed by the Referee.
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6.9.3 A player is allowed to leave the court for a reasonable time for a toilet break on
any change of ends during the rubber. A change of attire break may only be
taken at a set break. When taking a toilet or change of attire break the player
should advise his/her opponent and the Referee (if there is one), before he/
she leaves the court. There is a limit of two breaks (whether toilet or change of
attire break) per person per rubber in singles and two breaks (whether toilet or
change of attire break) per team per rubber in doubles. A break taken during
the warm-up of a rubber shall be considered one of the two breaks.
Case example: At 4/3 first set, Player A in a singles rubber takes a toilet break.
At the end of the first set Player A then goes to the toilet to change his shorts
because it is hot weather. Player A has now used all of his breaks for that
rubber. Any further breaks are now on his own time (so 90 seconds on a
change of ends or 2 minutes for a set break).
Case example: At 5/1 first set, Player A from Team C takes a toilet break in a
doubles rubber. Then at 4/3 second set both Player A and B from Team C go to
the toilet. Team C now has no further official breaks for that rubber.
6.10 Commencement And Conclusion Times For Matches (Home And Away)
6.10.1 Matches shall be Commenced and Concluded at times to be determined by
the Match Clock and unless otherwise approved by Tennis Victoria, as follows:
(a)	The Commencement time for morning home and away matches shall
be not later than 9:00am (unless delayed by inclement weather see
By-law 6.10.2). The Conclusion time for morning matches is that they
shall be completed no later than 1:00pm if no courts are available after
this time. If a game has commenced before 1:00pm, that game must be
completed. However, if courts are available to play after 1:00pm, then
play may continue until a match result is achieved or until the match
is complete. Any extension of play beyond 1:00pm must be by mutual
agreement of both team Captains. For purposes of interpreting this Bylaw, a tiebreak game or a Match tiebreak game is a game and therefore
must be completed once started.
(b)	The Commencement time for afternoon home and away matches shall
be not later than 1:00pm, (unless delayed by inclement weather see
By-law 6.10.2) and the Conclusion time for afternoon matches is that
they shall be completed either, by Melbourne Light-Up time if no lights
are available, or where there are lights available by 6:30pm. Venues are
to use lights from a time mutually agreed between the Captains or at
Melbourne Light Up time (whichever is earlier) until 6:30pm in an effort
to achieve a match result. If a match result has not been achieved by
6:30pm (or Light-up time where there are no lights) and a game has
commenced, that game must be completed and then all outstanding
match and rubber points will be shared (By-law 6.11.4). For purposes of
interpreting this By-law, a tiebreak game or a Match tiebreak game is a
game and therefore must be completed once started.
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(c)	In order for teams to use lit courts, the home team at its discretion may
change the courts nominated for home play when lights are put on.
(d)	Where a morning match changes to different courts to complete the
match or where an afternoon match changes to a different court to be
under lights, if the new courts are a different surface to that which was
originally played on then the team Captains must mutually agree to
make this change (see also By-law 6.24.3).
6.10.2 The Wet Weather Procedure is as follows:
(a)	In the event that a match cannot commence or continue by reason of
inclement weather, unless the Captains of both teams mutually agree
to reduce or extend the time, the match shall be abandoned after the
expiration of any one continuous period of delay of ninety minutes after
the Commencement time, or from the time that play was interrupted.
(b)	In the alternative to By-law 6.10.2(a), where the Conclusion time
occurs during a rain delay, play shall be abandoned for that day at the
Conclusion time or when there are no lights available for use, then at
Melbourne Light-Up time.
(c)	Once play has been abandoned for the day in home and away matches
the scoring provisions of By-laws 6.11.3 and 6.11.4 shall apply.
Case example: A match has 3 rain delays. The first 2 delays are for 45 minutes
each and the final one is for 90 minutes. The match is not abandoned
(without mutual consent of the Captains) until the end of the 3rd rain delay,
even though the first 2 rain delays totaled 90 minutes of rain delay.
Case example: As per normal tennis protocols, where a court/s is/are unsafe
and unfit for play, in this case because of the rain, play shall not recommence
unless and until the court(s) is/are safe for play and this will be regarded
as part of the timing for the continuous period of delay. Players from both
teams will be expected to help prepare the court/s. The home team may also
nominate extra courts that are safe for play, if this will help enable play to
recommence earlier.
6.10.3 The Abandoned Washout Procedure is as follows:
(a)	In the event of inclement weather the Captain of the home team and/
or a home team’s nominated club representatives (Washout or Pennant
Secretary), can agree with the visiting Captain and/or nominated club
representatives (Washout or Pennant Secretary) to declare the match a
wash out without any member of either team having to turn up to the
match site. This agreement can be made at any time within 48 hours of
the Commencement time for the match. Team Captains should always
endeavor to play matches wherever possible.
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(b)	In the event of this type of washout, the visiting Captain or nominated
club representatives (Washout or Pennant Secretary) must provide the
home Captain or nominated club representatives (Washout or Pennant
Secretary) with the names of his/her nominated team members for the
match within 24 hours of the match being called a wash-out. This can be
done via telephone, email, SMS text or fax.
(c)	Once play has been abandoned for the day the scoring provisions of Bylaws 6.11.3 and 6.11.4 shall apply. The home team must enter the match
result as per the contents of By-law 6.21.
(d)	If mutual agreement between the Captains or between the Nominated
club representatives (Washout or Pennant Secretary) is not attained
prior to the Commencement time for the match, the match will proceed
as scheduled and the no show provisions of By-law 6.18 shall apply.
The match may then subsequently become subject to The Wet Weather
Procedure above.
6.11 Method Of Scoring In Home And Away Completed And Incomplete
Matches
6.11.1 The winner of each completed match shall be the team who wins the greater
number of (for purposes of determining the result of a match a Match tiebreak
shall count as both a set and a game):
(a) Rubbers: but if the number of rubbers won is equal, then
(b) Sets: but if the number of sets won is equal, then
(c)	Games: but if the number of games won is equal, then the match shall be
tied.
6.11.2 Fourteen points shall be awarded for each completed match, of which six
points shall be awarded to the winning team. In addition, two points shall be
awarded for each rubber won. Where a match is tied, seven points shall be
awarded to each team.
6.11.3 Where, in the opinion of Tennis Victoria, by reason of weather or other good
and sufficient reason a match cannot be commenced, each team shall be
awarded seven points.
6.11.4 Where, in the opinion of Tennis Victoria, by reason of weather or other good and
sufficient reason a match after being commenced cannot be completed then:
(a)	If no overall winning result has been obtained, three points shall be
awarded to each team for the match. In addition, two points shall be
awarded to a team for each rubber they won and one point shall be
awarded to both teams for each incomplete rubber.
(b)	If an overall winning result has been obtained, six points shall be
awarded to the winning team. In addition, two points shall be awarded
to a team for each rubber they won and one point shall be awarded to
both teams for each incomplete rubber.
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6.11.5 At the completion of the home and away matches, if any teams have the same
number of points and this impacts on who will play in the Finals or a team’s
Finals position, then the tie shall be broken based on the team who has won
the greater number of matches. If any teams are still equal then the tie shall
be determined by the percentage of rubbers won over rubbers lost during
the home and away season. If they are still equal then it will be decided on the
percentage of sets won over sets lost. If still equal then it will be decided on the
percentage of games won over games lost. If still equal head to head matches
during the season will be considered, the result being first based on match
points, then rubbers then sets. If still equal, a coin toss held at Tennis Victoria’s
office, will take place to determine positions. For the purposes of determining
this By-law, a Match tiebreak shall count as both a set and a game.
6.11.6 Once the Finals teams have been decided pursuant to the above By-laws in
6.11.5, if one or more of those teams subsequently forfeit their Finals match no
other team may be promoted to take their place in the Finals series.
6.12 Pennant Sectional Finals
6.12.1 At the end of the home and away matches Sectional Finals matches shall be
played between the Pennant teams finishing in Finals positions as follows:
(a)	In an eight team Section, the teams finishing in first to fourth positions
will play-off with 1 v 4, 2 v 3.
(b)	In a six team section the team finishing first shall proceed straight into
the Grade Finals Series and the teams finishing second and third shall
play-off.
(c)	The winner of each completed Sectional Final match shall be determined
in accordance with By-law 6.14.1 (k)
(d) 	The winners of these play-off matches shall play in the Grade Finals
Series.
6.12.2 Sectional Finals (including times) will be conducted in accordance with
conditions of the Grade Finals series By-laws (6.13).
6.13 Pennant Grade Finals Series
6.13.1 At the completion of the Sectional Finals the winners shall qualify to take part
in the Grade Finals series.
6.13.2 In the event that a Grade has five or more sections, the Grade Finals series
format will be determined by Tennis Victoria.
6.13.3 Once the Grade Series Finalists are known, Tennis Victoria shall rank the
teams (ranking procedures to be announced on Tennis Victoria’s website) and
announce the draw and schedule for the Grade Finals series.
6.13.4 The Commencement and Conclusion times (shown by the Match Clock) and
venues for the Sectional Finals and Grade Finals series shall be (unless otherwise
determined by Tennis Victoria in their absolute discretion) as follows:
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(a)	The Commencement time for Men’s Sectional Finals and Grade Finals
series matches shall be Saturday at 12:30pm. The Conclusion time
shall be Saturday 7:30pm (unless mutually agreed by the Captains to
extend this time) unless there are no lights available in which case the
Conclusion time shall be Melbourne Light-Up time.
(b)	The Commencement time for Women’s Sectional Finals and Grade Finals
series matches shall be 9:00am Saturday morning. The Conclusion time
shall be Saturday 4:00pm (unless mutually agreed by the Captains to
extend this time).
(c)	All Sectional and Grade Finals Series matches, except the Grade Grand
Finals shall be played at the home venue of higher ranked team in a
Finals series match and this team shall be the home team. Where a club
has insufficient courts to host all of the Grade Finals series matches they
have earned the right to host by this By-law, the club shall nominate
which of their teams will play their match at a neutral venue, such neutral
venue to be determined by Tennis Victoria in their absolute discretion.
Despite playing at a neutral venue, this team shall still be regarded as the
home team for the match. Grade Grand Finals shall be played at neutral
venues as determined by Tennis Victoria in their absolute discretion.
(d)	Tennis Victoria in each case shall determine whether a Grade or Sectional
Finals match (including a Grade Grand Final) shall be played on two or
four courts. Where Tennis Victoria assigns four courts to a Finals match
the respective teams will be required to use all four courts unless some
of the courts become unsuitable for play because of inclement weather
or other reason.
6.13.5The Grade Finals Series shall be played out until there are two teams
remaining in each Grade. These two teams have then qualified to play in their
Grade’s Grand Final.
6.14 Pennant Sectional And Grade Finals Series Match Conditions
6.14.1 Sectional and Grade Finals matches shall consist of six separate rubbers
played on the same day, weather and light permitting. Two doubles rubbers
shall be played first, followed by four singles rubbers (four singles rubbers at
once where four courts are provided or two singles rubbers to be played at a
time where two courts are provided).
(a)	Four players will be used for singles and four players will be used for
doubles.
(b)	The four singles players may be different from the four doubles players
provided all players have qualified through the home and away season
to be part of the Finals series (By-law 6.27).
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(c)	Two doubles rubbers shall be played first in accordance with the chosen
pairings being, the No. 1 Pair of one team playing the No. 1 Pair of the
opposing team and the No. 2 Pair of one team playing the No. 2 Pair of
the opposing team. There is no order of merit in these doubles rubbers.
(d)	Four singles rubbers (either four at once or two at a time) shall then be
played in accordance with By-law 6.7.3 (a) to 6.7.3 (d) inclusive hereof,
that is in order of merit. Note that where an Emergency (whether
qualified or approved by Tennis Victoria see By-laws 6.27.1 and 6.27.4)
or Substitute is used in singles he/she must play in the singles order in
accordance with his/her singles standing when compared to the other
team members (By-law 6.7.3(c) and the provisions of By-laws 6.27, 6.30
and 6.31) and not strengthen the team.
(e) 	Singles and doubles rubbers will be played in accordance with By-law
6.7.2(a), (c) and (d).
(f)	Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a
Replacement Player or whether a player has played out of the correct
singles order must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
(g)	For Sectional and Grade Finals Series matches the home team shall be as
per By-law 6.13.4(c) Where a match is postponed because of light, time
or the Finals Wet Weather Procedure (By-law 6.17.1), new decisions may
be made for any rubber that had not been commenced. In each case the
following shall apply:
			
(i)	The Captain of the away team shall have the first choice to nominate
the first rubber to be played and the Captain of the home team
shall have the second choice to nominate the second rubber to be
played. The Captain of the away team shall have the third choice to
nominate the third rubber to be played. The third nomination shall
be made without delay and no later than when the court from the
first completed rubber is ready for play.
			
(ii)	The Captain of the away team shall have the choice of courts for
each rubber from those courts made available for the match by the
home club.
(h)	Time between singles and doubles rubbers – shall be played in
accordance with By-law 6.8.
			
(j)	The winner of each completed Finals match shall be the team who
wins the greater number of:
			
i) Rubbers, but if the number of rubbers won be equal, then
			
ii) Sets, but if the number of sets won be equal, then
			
iii) Games, but if the number of games won be equal, then
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iv)	A doubles tiebreak set shall be played (with a tiebreak of first to 7
points with a 2 point advantage played at 6 games all). Each team
shall choose any two of the four doubles players who participated in
the relevant match to compete in this deciding tiebreak set.
		All Finals matches, including Grade Grand Finals, will only be played until a
match winning result is achieved.
Case example: All players who may be used to play singles in Finals matches
must have a pre-assigned playing singles order of merit as determined by
Tennis Victoria. Therefore if the No.4 player is chosen to play in the No.3 singles
rubber position, then the No.3 player may only play in the No.1 or No.2 singles
rubber positions.
Case example: A player who has been assigned a playing singles order of merit
of No. 3 by Tennis Victoria plays in a Finals doubles rubber and retires because
of injury. An Emergency who has qualified to play Finals has been assigned a
singles playing order of 2. This Emergency may take the place of the injured
No.3 in the doubles rubber because there is no order of merit in doubles.
6.14.2 Finals Substitutions (Sectional & Grade Finals)- In the event of an injury in the
first 2 doubles rubbers, a team may substitute out the listed singles player with
a replacement player and reshuffle the submitted singles order of merit on the
proviso no singles rubbers have commenced. The resubmitted team with the
substitution would then need to ensure it is in correct singles order of merit.
If any singles rubbers have commenced there is no reshuffle of the order,
and the substitute player will be a straight swap for the injured player (the
substitute player must be of a lower singles order of merit rank)
6.15 Pennant Grade Grand Finals
6.15.1 The last two remaining teams in each Grade, having played the Grade Finals
series, shall then play off in a Grade Grand Final to determine the winner of the
Grade Premiership.
6.15.2 The Grade Grand Final matches shall consist of eight separate rubbers; four
singles rubbers followed by four doubles rubbers to be played on the same
day. Doubles players can be different to the singles players provided all
players have qualified throughout home and away season to play in the Finals
series (see By-law 6.27). All rubbers will be played in accordance with By-laws
6.7.2(a), (c), and (d).
(a)	The four singles rubbers shall be played in accordance with By-laws 6.7.3
(a) to 6.7.3 (d) inclusive hereof, that is in singles order of merit.
(b)	Four doubles rubbers shall be played between pairs from each team using
four players only (except where a substitute is required to be used (By-laws
6.17 and 6.31). Each team shall have two doubles pairs and as per By-law
6.7.4(a) each team shall assign their own No.1 and No.2 pair, noting that there
is no order of merit in doubles. Each pair shall play each other as per By-law
6.7.4(b). The order of play shall be chosen as set out in By-law 6.15.2 (e) below.
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Case example: Before play starts, the No.2 singles player is recorded on the
score sheet as also playing doubles. The No.1 singles player is not initially
selected to play doubles. During singles, the No.2 player is injured and cannot
play in his/her nominated doubles pairing. That player’s position in doubles
can be taken by the No.1 singles player as there is no order of merit in doubles.
(c)	The Captains of the respective teams shall by the toss of a coin
determine the home or away team for the entire match. Where a match
is postponed because of light, time or the Finals Wet Weather Procedure
(By-law 6.17.1) the result of the coin toss shall stand but new decisions
may be made for any rubber that had not commenced.
(d)	Where four courts have been provided for play, all singles rubbers will be
played at the one time and the Captain of the away team shall have the
choice of courts for each rubber. Where less than four courts have been
provided (or are fit) for play, in the singles rubbers the Captain of the
away team shall have the first choice to nominate the first rubber to be
played and the Captain of the home team shall have the second choice to
nominate the second rubber to be played. The Captain of the away team
shall have the third choice to nominate the third rubber to be played.
(e)	In the doubles rubbers the Captain of the home team shall have the
right to nominate the order in which each doubles rubber is played, and
the Captain of the away team shall have the choice of courts for each
doubles rubber.
6.15.3 The winner of each completed Grade Grand Final match shall be determined
in accordance with By-law 6.14.1 (j).
6.15.4 Grade Grand Final venues and Commencement and Conclusion times (as
shown by the Match Clock) shall be as follows:
(a)	The Commencement time for Men’s Grade Grand Final matches shall
be Saturday at 11:00am. The Conclusion time shall be Saturday 7:30pm
(unless mutually agreed by the team Captains to extend this time) unless
there are no lights available in which case the Conclusion time shall be
Melbourne Light-Up time.
(b)	The Commencement time for Women’s Grade Grand Final matches shall
be 9:00am Saturday morning. The Conclusion time shall be Saturday
4:00pm (unless mutually agreed by the team Captains to extend this time).
(c)	All Grade Grand Finals matches shall be played wherever possible at
neutral venues and on four courts as determined by Tennis Victoria in its
absolute discretion.
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6.15.5 (a)	Any team which plays in a Grade Grand Final in any Victorian Pennant
Competition (except Grades 1 and 2) shall earn, for their respective club,
the opportunity in the following Pennant season only, to enter a team in
the next highest direct Grade for that team for the following season only,
provided the composition of their nominated team for that following
season includes a minimum of 50% of the players from the team who
were eligible to play in the sectional finals and subject to By-law 6.3.5
and 6.26). If a club chooses to exercise this option, then By-law 6.6.6 shall
not apply to the grading of that team. Eligible Clubs that wish to exercise
this option in the following Pennant season must inform Tennis Victoria
in writing of their intention as part of the team entry process prior to the
team entry closing date.
(b)	Clubs whose team win a Grade Grand final in Grade 2 shall earn, for
their respective club, the opportunity in the following Pennant season
only, to enter a team in the highest Grade for that team for the following
season only, provided the composition of their nominated team for that
followingseason includes a minimum of 50% of the players from the
team who were eligible to play in the sectional finals and subject to Bylaw 6.3.5 and 6.26). If a club chooses to exercise this option, then
By-law 6.6.6 shall not apply to the grading of that team. Eligible Clubs
that wish to exercise this option in the following Pennant season must
inform Tennis Victoria in writing of their intention as part of the team
entry process prior to the team entry closing date.
6.16 Doubles Pennant And Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant Grade Finals
And Grade Grand Finals:
6.16.1 Doubles Pennant and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant shall play Grade
Finals and Grade Grand Finals only.
6.16.2 At the end of the home and away season, Grade Finals matches shall be
played between the teams finishing in Finals positions as follows:
(a)	In an eight team Grade, the teams finishing in the top four positions will
play-off in Semi Finals with 1 v 4, 2 v 3.
(b)	In a six team Grade the team finishing first shall proceed straight into the
Grade Grand Final match and the teams finishing second and third shall
play-off.
(c) The winners of the play-offs shall play in their Grade’s Grand Final.
6.16.3 All Finals matches shall consist of four players (except where a substitute is
required pursuant to By-laws 6.17 and 6.31) playing four doubles rubbers
played on the same day as follows:
(a)	In Doubles Pennant all doubles rubbers will be played in accordance
with By-law 6.7.2(a), (c) and (d) and the winner of each completed Finals
match shall be determined in accordance with By-law 6.14.1(j). All Finals
matches will only be played until a match winning result is achieved.
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(b)	In Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant all doubles rubbers will be
played in accordance with By-law 6.7.2(b), (c) and (d) and the winner of
each completed Finals match shall be determined in accordance with
By-law 6.14.1(j). For the purposes of determining a match result a Match
tiebreak will be treated as both a set and a game. All Finals matches will
only be played until a match winning result is achieved.
6.16.4 Times (as determined by the Match Clock) and venues for Doubles Pennant
and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant Finals Matches shall be as follows:
(a)	Men’s Doubles Pennant Finals matches and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles
Pennant matches will commence at 1.00pm on Saturday, on 2 courts
unless otherwise determined by Tennis Victoria.
(b)	Women’s Doubles Pennant Finals matches will commence at 9:00am on
Saturday, on 2 courts unless otherwise determined by Tennis Victoria.
(c)	All Doubles Pennant and Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant Finals
matches, except the Grade Grand Finals shall be played at the home
venue of higher ranked team in a Finals series match and this team shall
be the home team. Where a club has insufficient courts to host all of the
Grade Finals series matches they have earned the right to host by this Bylaw, the club shall nominate which of their teams will play their match at
a neutral venue, such neutral venue to be determined by Tennis Victoria
in their absolute discretion. Despite playing at a neutral venue, this team
shall still be regarded as the home team for the match. Grade Grand
Finals shall be played at neutral venues as determined by Tennis Victoria
in their absolute discretion.
6.16.5 The conditions for play for Doubles Pennant Finals matches and Men’s Masters
45+ Doubles Pennant Finals matches shall be as follows:
(a)	Four doubles rubbers shall be played between pairs from each team as
follows:
			
(i)	For Doubles Pennant each team shall have two doubles pairs and,
as per By-law 6.7.4(a), each team shall assign their own No.1 and
No.2 pair; noting that there is no order of merit in doubles. The pairs
shall play each other as per By-law 6.7.4(b). The order of play shall be
chosen as set out in By-law 6.16.5(d).
			
(ii)	For Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant the rubbers shall be played
between pairs from each team. Each team shall have four doubles
pairs made up from four team members as per By-law 6.7.5(a).The
pairs will play each other as per By-law 6.7.5(b); noting that there is
no order of merit in doubles. The order of play shall be chosen as set
out in By-law 6.16.5(d) below.
			
(iii)	Replacement Players may be used in Finals matches in accordance
with By-laws 6.17, 6.27, 6.30 and 6.31
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(iv)	Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a
Replacement Player must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
(b) The home team shall be as per By-law 6.16.4(c). Where a match is
postponed because of light, time or the Finals Wet Weather Procedure
(By-law 6.17.1), new decisions may be made for any rubber that had not
been commenced. In each case the following shall apply:
			
(i)	The Captain of the away team shall have the first choice to nominate
the first rubber to be played and the Captain of the home team
shall have the second choice to nominate the second rubber to be
played. The Captain of the away team shall have the third choice to
nominate the third rubber to be played. The third nomination shall
be made without delay and no later than when the court from the
first completed rubber is ready for play.
			
(ii)	The Captain of the away team shall have the choice of courts for
each rubber from those courts made available for the match by the
home club.
(c)	The winner of each completed Finals match shall be determined in
accordance with By-law 6.14.1 (j).
(d)	Finals shall be played on two courts at neutral venues as determined by
Tennis Victoria in their absolute discretion.
(e)	The Commencement and Conclusion times (as determined by the Match
Clock) shall be as follows:
			
(i)	The Commencement time for Men’s Finals matches shall be Saturday
at 1.00pm. The Conclusion time shall be Saturday 7:30pm (unless
mutually agreed by the Captains to extend this time) unless there
are no lights available in which case the Conclusion time shall be
Melbourne Light-Up time.
			
(ii)	The Commencement time for Women’s Finals matches shall be
Saturday at 9:00am. The Conclusion time shall be Saturday 3:30pm
(unless mutually agreed by the team Captains to extend this time).
6.17 Abandoned, Postponed And Rescheduled Victorian Pennant Finals
6.17.1 The Finals Wet Weather Procedure is as follows:
(a)	The Wet Weather Procedure shall apply to all Victorian Pennant Finals
matches (including Grade Grand Finals) save the rain delay which shall
invoke this clause shall be 120 minutes of continuous rain delay and not
90 minutes.
(b)	Where some members of a team were at the Finals site at the
Commencement time but one or more team members has/have not
attended the site before play is abandoned but their rubber/s was/were
not called to be played no penalty applies and the rubbers may be rescheduled and a different player/s may be used on the next occasion.
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(c)	If a player is defaulted because of punctuality before play is abandoned,
any rubber he/she were still required to play but which had not been
called need not be played by them in the re-scheduled Finals match (see
also case examples after By-law 6.18.7).
(d)	The provisions of By-law 6.17.3(d) regarding substitute players in
rescheduled Finals matches shall also apply.
6.17.2 The Abandoned Washout Procedure shall not apply to any Finals match,
including the Pennant Grade Grand Finals.
6.17.3 Where a result has not been reached in a Victorian Pennant Finals match by
their scheduled Conclusion time or a match has been abandoned due to bad
light or washed out pursuant to the Finals Wet Weather Procedure (By-law
6.17.1) the following applies:
(a) Tennis Victoria may in their absolute discretion for those teams affected,
schedule two Pennant Sectional and/or Victorian Pennant Grade Finals
matches (one to be finished) to be played on consecutive days during
the following week which may include a week day or it may be both
days of the following weekend.
(b)	In the alternative, where a Pennant Sectional or Victorian Pennant Grade
Finals match scheduled to be played on a Saturday does not achieve a
result or is washed out pursuant to the Finals Wet Weather Procedure this
match may be played the following day only with the agreement of both
Team Captains at a site and time that they both agree upon. This decision
may not be made by a Referee.
(c) For a Victorian Pennant Grade Grand Final the following applies:
			
(i)	Tennis Victoria may in their absolute discretion for those teams
affected schedule the Grade Grand Final to be completed on any
day at any time during the following week, including either a week
day or a Sunday on the following weekend. Tennis Victoria may also
schedule a second optional day, time and place in the event that the
match is again not completed.
			
(ii)	In this alternative above, this match may be played the following
day only with the agreement of both Team Captains at a site and
time that they both agree upon. This decision may not be made by a
Referee.
(d)	For any rescheduled Victorian Pennant Finals match pursuant to this Bylaw the following applies:
			
(i)	Any player who has played at least one point in an unfinished rubber
before the match was postponed must return to resume that rubber
when the match is rescheduled.
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(ii)	Any player who is nominated to play a rubber which has not started
at the time play is abandoned need not play in the rescheduled
match, this includes where the player is a doubles player and he/she
has already completed one rubber.
			
(iii)	Where an originally nominated player does not play in a rescheduled
match:
			
(I)	Where no rubbers were commenced in the original match, any
qualified Finals player may replace the original player in the
rescheduled match. In singles, the substitute player must play in the
correct singles order.
			
(II)	Where at least one rubber had been commenced in the original match,
the substitute player may only be of an equal or lower playing standard
to the player they are replacing. Further, in the case of singles, the
substitute player must play in the correct singles order (By-law 6.14.1).
			
(III)	A qualified Wildcard player may be a substitute for a Wildcard player
provided the original Wildcard has not already started or played a
rubber and further that he or she plays in the correct singles order.
			
(IV)	A qualified Wildcard player may be a substitute for an ordinary team
member provided there is no other Wildcard nominated to play
in the team, that he/she plays in the correct singles order and that
there was no play at all in the abandoned match.
Case example: A Pennant Finals match is postponed after some play because
of rain. At the time play is abandoned the No.1 and the No.3 singles rubbers
have commenced but have not been completed. The No.2 and the No.4 singles
rubbers have not started. Team A had nominated their No.1, No.2, No.4 and
No.5 players to play these rubbers. Accordingly No.1 and No.4 players must
play in the rescheduled match. In the rescheduled match, the No.2 player can
only be replaced by the team’s No.3 player or a qualified Emergency who is not
better than the No. 3 player and better than the No.4 player. The No.5 player can
only be replaced with a No.6 or lower ranked player, even where the substitute
player is a qualified Emergency.
Case example: In a Pennant Grade Final series match, despite gloomy skies
play starts. Although the doubles rubbers are interrupted by 90 minutes of
rain they are completed. Two singles rubbers are commenced but then the
rain starts again and after 2 hours of rain play is finally abandoned for the day.
Team A had nominated their 2, 3, 4 and 5 players to play singles. Only the 2nd
and 3rd singles rubbers (players 3 & 4) had started. If the No. 2 player cannot
play in the rescheduled match he/she can only be replaced by a player of equal
playing standard who has qualified to play Finals. Any other player would either
strengthen the team or players would be playing out of singles order of merit.
If the singles rubbers had not started at all, then Team A could nominate any 4
players who had qualified to play Finals.
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Case example: In a Pennant Grade Grand Final, it has been raining since
Commencement time and play has not been able to start. The No.2 player for
Team A does not arrive at all, but play is abandoned after 2 hours of rain and
his match is never called. Team A therefore does not lose this rubber and it can
be rescheduled with the other rubbers. Both teams may nominate entirely
different Finals teams the next week. In this case if the No.1 player had not
been nominated for this match he may replace the No.2 player in the next
match. Either team may nominate a stronger team than nominated the first
week. Nominated doubles pairings may also be changed.
Case example: In a Women’s Grade 1 Grand Final Pennant Final’s match, play is
abandoned because of rain after the completion of all of the singles rubbers.
A Wildcard player was used at No.1 in the singles rubbers for Team A. The
Wildcard player is not available to play in the rescheduled match. A different
but qualified Wildcard player may not be a substitute for the Wildcard player
in the doubles rubbers for Team A as play has started and this would mean
that more than one Wildcard player would be used for that match.
			
(iv)	Where a match has been postponed to another day the same balls
will be used to recommence any unfinished rubber unless both
team Captains agree to use new balls. This decision may not be
made by a Referee appointed to either match. The new balls will be
provided by the team that originally provided the new balls.
6.18 Attendance And No Show Provisions
6.18.1 All timing requirements for this By-law shall be determined by the Match
Clock, or where a Referee has been appointed by the timing device used by
the Referee.
6.18.2 Where a match has not been previously abandoned due to the Abandoned
Washout Procedure and even if it is raining at the Commencement time and
the courts are not fit for play (but they may become fit for play), the following
shall apply:
(a)	For Home and away matches, singles matches must have at least one player
from each team in attendance and doubles matches must have at least
two players from each team in attendance at the specified venue within 15
minutes of the Commencement time specified for the match. Where there
is a failure to do so the match shall be declared a default against that team
and the provisions of By-laws 6.18.12 and 6.20.1 shall apply. No rubbers shall
be played and the offending team shall default that match.
(b)	For Finals matches where doubles matches are scheduled to commence
first then at least two of the nominated doubles players must be in
attendance at the place specified for the match by Tennis Victoria within 15
minutes of the Commencement time otherwise the whole match will be
declared a default by the offending team and no rubbers will be played.
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(c)	For Finals matches where singles matches are scheduled to commence first
then at least one player nominated singles player must be in attendance
at the place specified for the match by Tennis Victoria within 15 minutes of
the Commencement time otherwise the whole match will be declared a
default by the offending team and no rubbers will be played.
6.18.3 In home and away matches, if both teams have the required number of
representatives (By-law 6.18.2(a)) in attendance at the Commencement
time, then the two Captains shall meet without delay and nominate the first
rubbers to be played. The nominated players for these rubbers will then have
15 minutes from the nomination to be ready to play, subject to inclement
weather. If this first rubber nomination is delayed by a late arriving team,
then once the nominations are made the players shall only have 15 minutes
from the Commencement time to be ready to play. A nominated rubber is
defaulted by a team if their player (singles) fails or player(s) (for doubles) fail to
be ready to play within the specified time. If the nomination for the first two
rubbers takes place before the Commencement time, then the players will
have until 15 minutes from the Commencement time to be ready to play.
In the home and away series, once a rubber is lost by a no show default by this
process or any of the following no show By-laws, the offending team has then
lost the match (and the match points) but the remaining rubbers (By-law 6.18.6)
must still be played (subject to inclement weather or a default for another
reason) and points for these singles or doubles rubbers may still be won.
Case example: In an afternoon singles match only 2 out of 4 of Team B’s
singles players have arrived at 1:05pm. All of Team A’s players have been
present since 1pm. At 1.05pm, the Captain of Team A nominates one of the
missing Team B’s singles players to play one of the first 2 rubbers. If that
missing Team B’s player is not on court ready to start the warm-up by 1:15pm
(i.e. 15 minutes from the Commencement time when Team A players are ready
to play), then that rubber is forfeited by Team B and Team A will receive the
match points, but the remaining rubbers must still be played.
Case example: In an afternoon match both teams have at least 1 player in
attendance at 1:00pm. At 1:10pm, after a mutually agreed lengthy team
warm-up, the 2 Captains meet to nominate the first 2 rubbers to be played.
The players for those 2 rubbers now have until 1:25pm to be ready to play.
Case example: In a morning match, one Team Captain is ready to nominate
the rubbers to be played first at 9:00am and the other Captain continues to
warm-up with her team and ignores her (because she may have some missing
players). When the rubbers are nominated the players shall be required to be
ready to play by 9:15am, as rubber nominations must be made without delay.
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Case example: A rubber nomination is made at 1:00pm. At 1:15pm, player
No.2 from Team B is onsite but is not ready to play and has not commenced
the warm-up. Player No.2 from Team A is on-court, in tennis attire and waiting
to start the warm-up. Team A may choose to take this rubber as a forfeit by
Team B at his/her discretion. Being in the car park or being in the changeroom getting changed is not being ready for play. If Player No.2 from Team B
starts the warm-up with Team A No.2 after 1.15pm, Team A may not change
this decision and try to subsequently claim the rubber as a no show.
6.18.4 In Finals matches if both teams have a team member in attendance at the
Commencement time, then the two Captains shall meet without delay and do
the coin toss for home and away teams and ball allocation and direct the courts
to be used for each rubber. Once the courts are chosen the players for these
rubbers will then have 15 minutes from the court nomination to be ready to
play, subject to inclement weather or bad light. If this court allocation process is
delayed by a late arriving team, then once the nomination is made the players
shall only have 15 minutes from the Commencement time to be ready to
play. A nominated rubber is defaulted by a team if their player (singles) fails or
players (doubles) fail to be ready to play within the specified time. If the court
nomination for the first rubbers takes place before the Commencement time,
then the players will have until 15 minutes from the Commencement time to
be ready to play. In a Finals match, even though a rubber may be lost through
default by this process (or any of the following no show By-laws) the offending
team may still win the match overall (By-law 6.18.13) based on the results of the
rubbers that are subsequently played; so the remaining rubbers that can be
played should be played (see By-law 6.18.6).
6.18.5 Following the completion of any of the first rubbers (including by default) the
provisions of By-law 6.8 regarding the time between rubbers shall apply. Any
player or players not ready to play within 15 minutes (unless the Substitution
By-law 6.31 applies) as specified by that By-law shall default that rubber for
his/her team.
Case example: The first singles rubber is completed at 2:05pm. At 2:10pm
when the court is ready for play Team B’s captain nominates the 3rd rubber to
be played on this free court. The players for this rubber must be ready to play
by 2:25pm (subject to inclement weather) or the rubber shall be forfeited by
the offending team.
Case example: The 2nd singles rubber is completed and the court is ready
for play at 2:30pm. Subject to inclement weather, the 4th singles rubber must
commence their warm-up by 2:45pm as there is no Captain’s nomination
required for this remaining rubber.
Case example: At 1:15pm Player A has been defaulted from his rubber as he
was not ready to play the first rubber within the time required. The away team
Captain must then without delay nominate the 3rd rubber to be played. The
players for this 3rd rubber must then be ready to play by 1:30pm.
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6.18.6 When a team defaults a rubber/s (and not the whole match) because of
punctuality the remaining rubbers that can be played will still be played.
6.18.7 Where a player has been defaulted because of punctuality, he/she need
not attend the match site at some time before the conclusion of the match
(including where the match is abandoned because of rain or time). However if
that player was nominated to play in another rubber in that match that player
is still subject to the same no show provisions of By-law 6.18 for that rubber
and their position may not be replaced by a Substitute in accordance with
By-law 6.31 (except where a Finals match is abandoned and rescheduled to a
different day – see By-law 6.17).
Case example: The No.1 player of Team A was called for his afternoon singles
rubber at 1:00pm and does not arrive at the site at all before the match
finishes. Team B accepts the rubber as a default at 1:15pm. All other rubbers
are played. All of the scores from these other rubbers are kept and used as
required by the home and away or Finals scoring procedures as relevant. This
means in a Finals match (not home and away), Team A may still win the match
overall even though their No.1 Player never arrived at the site. In a home and
away match Team A cannot win the match.
Case example: It is raining when both teams arrive at 1:00pm for an afternoon
match and the courts are not fit for play. At this time Player C from Team B
has not arrived but Team B otherwise has all of their players present and all of
Team A’s players are present. Despite enthusiastic and determined efforts to
dry the courts, at 3:00pm it is clear that the courts are never going to be dry
that day so play is abandoned without any rubber starting. At this time Player
C still has not arrived. This match is tied and the points are shared despite
Player C never arriving as Player C was never called to court as the courts were
never ready for play.
Case example: Team A and Team B arrive at 1:00pm for an afternoon singles
match. Team B is missing Player C who is to play the No.3 singles rubber.
Knowing Player C is missing, Team A does not choose the No.3 rubber to be
played, nor does Team B. Before the first 2 rubbers finish, rain starts and play
is never resumed. After 90 minutes of continuous rain delay the match is
abandoned and Player C has still not arrived. The match is tied and the points
are shared as Player C was never called for a rubber. If this were a Finals match,
the match would be rescheduled by Tennis Victoria and only the players who
had started their rubbers would be required to attend the following week for
those rubbers. All other team positions may be replaced.
Case example: Team A and Team B arrive at 1:00pm for an afternoon doubles
match. Team B is missing Player C who is to play in the No.2 doubles pair. At
1:15pm when Player C is still not there, Team A accept Player C’s first doubles
rubber as a default. Player C still has another doubles rubber to play. Before
Player C’s pair’s next opponents are available to play, it starts to rain. This
rain delay lasts for 90 continuous minutes so play is abandoned for the day.
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Team A gets both the match and the rubber points for the forfeited doubles
rubber, but all other points are shared as Player C was not called for his/her
next rubber. If this happened in a Finals match (including if someone had to
play a singles rubber or if someone is defaulted from a singles rubber and
still had to play a doubles rubber) the rubbers which had not commenced or
finished would be re-scheduled for the next week. Only the players involved in
incomplete rubbers would have to attend for the postponed match; it would
be optional for all other players.
6.18.8 Where a team fails to record a player as arriving late on the score sheet as
required by By-law 6.7.2(c) that player shall forfeit that rubber when the
omission is discovered, unless the opposition team choose to play the rubber
(refer By-law 6.18.9)
6.18.9 Where a team elects to play a rubber that may be awarded to them as a
default or forfeit because of an opposing player’s late arrival (including failure
to record a player as arriving late on the score sheet), once the relevant rubber
has commenced (1 point played) that team may not subsequently claim that
rubber as a default for punctuality reasons. In this instance the Captain of the
team electing to play shall record in the comments section of the score sheet
that the team chose to decline the default. The score sheet may be used as
evidence by the opposing team in any Protest subsequently made pursuant
to By-law 6.34 to prove their opposition’s subsequent play was voluntary.
6.18.10 A
 ny rubber declared to be a default or forfeit pursuant to the no show By-laws in
6.18 shall be recorded as won by the other team on the score sheet with a score
line of 6/0, 6/0. On the Competition Software it shall be recorded as a forfeited
rubber with no scores input against the result.
6.18.11 If a team wishes to dispute any defaults made pursuant to the provisions of
By-law 6.18, all rubbers that are the subject of the disputed default shall be
played under protest. Tennis Victoria shall subsequently, in accordance with these
By-laws, make a decision regarding the affected rubbers. The team claiming the
rubber/s or match as a default shall record their unwillingness to play the subject
rubbers or match by recording the rubbers or match as “played under protest” in
the comments section of the score sheet. This may be used in evidence before
Tennis Victoria that their subsequent play was involuntary. Tennis Victoria will
not make any such determination regarding the disputed defaults unless all of
requirements in the Protest provisions in By-law 6.34 are complied with. Failing to
write this on the score sheet will not preclude a subsequent protest being made.
6.18.12 In a home and away match where a team is defaulted pursuant to By-law
6.18.2(a) or where a rubber is forfeited pursuant to By-laws 6.18.3, 6.18.4, 6.18.5,
6.26 (eligibility of a player), or 6.7.3(b) (singles order of merit), unless otherwise
determined by Tennis Victoria as a result of any protest which may be lodged, six
points shall be awarded for the match to the team not in default and in addition,
two points for each rubber forfeited shall be awarded to the team not in default.
In addition, two points shall be awarded for each rubber won by either team.
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6.18.13 In a Finals match, where some rubbers are lost due to a punctuality or a
behavioral default that offending team may still win the match overall in
accordance with By-law 6.14.1(k). (Due to Singles/Double rubbers being played
on same day).
6.18.14 Where under the provisions of By-law 6.18 hereof both teams are in default,
Tennis Victoria shall determine the points to be awarded for the match (if any) and
the fine (if any) to be imposed.
6.19 Playing Out Of Order And Strengthening A Team
6.19.1 Where a team plays a player in a match who is determined by Tennis Victoria
to have strengthen the team in breach of these By-laws, any games, sets and
rubber/s won by the player determined to have strengthened the team, will
be forfeited and the match points, if won by that players team, will be also
forfeited and awarded to the opposing team. This By-law applies to home and
away and Finals matches. The offending team’s club will also be liable to a fine.
All other rubbers played in accordance with the By-laws will stand. For it to be
considered by Tennis Victoria a club must submit a protest.
6.19.2 Where a Pennant team plays a player/s out of the singles order of merit in
breach of these By-laws, any games, sets and rubber(s) won by any player/s
determined to have played out of the singles order of merit, will be forfeited
and the match points, if won by that players team, will be also forfeited and
awarded to the opposing team. This By-law applies to home and away and
Finals matches. The offending team’s club will also be liable to a fine. All
other rubbers played in accordance with the By-laws will stand. For it to be
considered by Tennis Victoria a club must submit a protest.
6.19.3 Where a team plays more than the maximum number of four players for
doubles in breach of these By-laws, all games, sets, rubbers and the match
points won by that team will be forfeited and awarded to the opposing team.
This By-law applies to home and away and Finals matches. The offending
team’s club will also be liable to a fine. This By-law does not apply where
substitutions are made pursuant to By-laws 6.17 and 6.31.
6.19.4 Where a Wildcard eligible team breaches the Wildcard provision of these Bylaws (By-law 6.30.4) in that they:
(a)	play a Wildcard player without nominating them as a Wildcard on the
score sheet;
(b) play more than one Wildcard player in a match,
(c) play a Wildcard player out of the singles order of merit;
		Any games, sets and rubber(s) won by any Wildcard player, determined to
have breached the Wildcard provision of these By-laws, will be forfeited
and the match points, if won by that player’s team, will be also forfeited and
awarded to the opposing team. This By-law applies to home and away and
Finals matches. The offending team’s club will also be liable to a fine.
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6.19.5 Protests regarding whether a team has been strengthened by a Replacement
Player, played out of singles order or played more than the permitted number
of doubles players in a team must be made in accordance with By-law 6.34.
6.20 Defaults By Teams/Players
6.20.1 Where a team fails to appear and defaults a match pursuant to provisions of
By-laws 6.17 or defaults a match pursuant to the eligibility provisions of Bylaws 6.26 and 6.27, it shall not only be deemed defaulted, but also the club will
be liable for a fine and the team not in default shall be awarded all rubbers,
sets and games and all the points for the match.
6.20. 2Where a team fails to appear for any three matches in any one season, or it
be disqualified by Tennis Victoria, that team shall be disqualified from playing
any further matches in that season and the club shall be liable for a fine, and
any points awarded to that team or its opposing teams previously during that
season shall be declared void and not be counted.
6.20.3 Where a team voluntarily withdraws from a Section and/or Grade during the
home and away season, if this team has not played every other team in the
Section or Grade at least once then all games, sets and rubbers from their
matches will be declared void and not counted. Where the withdrawing
team has played each other team in their Section or Grade at least once than
all games, sets, rubbers and points from the first half of the home and away
season shall remain as won or lost and be counted, and all remaining games,
sets, rubbers and points shall be declared void and not counted.
(a)	Any team that withdraws after the season has commenced may be liable
for a fine.
Case example: Following the completion of a match against Team B for week
8 in a 14 round home and away season, Team A in Grade 2 Section 2, realise
they cannot field a team for the remainder of the season and advise Tennis
Victoria they are withdrawing their team for the remainder of the season. All
results for matches played up to and including week 7 will remain as played
and all points will remain as awarded. The result of the match against Team B
in week 8 is declared void and not counted at all.
6.20.4 Where a player is defaulted during a rubber for reasons other than punctuality
that player shall also be defaulted from any further rubbers that he/she was
originally nominated to play in that match (noting also the rule regarding
Substitution in By-law 6.31.1). This By-law applies even where the Wet Weather
Procedure or the Finals Wet Weather Procedure is used and further play in
other rubbers is abandoned for the day. This By-law shall also apply where a
Finals match is postponed to be played another day (By-law 6.17). Any rubbers
lost pursuant to the original default shall remain defaulted.
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6.20.5 Where a player is defaulted for reasons other than punctuality, the player shall
forfeit all remaining games in the rubber where the offence occurred. Any further
rubber that the player is then required to forfeit shall be recorded with a score line
of 6/0, 6/0 to the other team on the score sheet. That rubber shall be recorded as
forfeited in Competition Planner. The offending player’s team may still win the
match overall. This provision applies to both home and away and Finals matches.
Case example: Player B from Team C is defaulted for verbal abuse at 4/2 up in
the first set of his singles rubber in a Grade Grand Final. The score line for this
rubber is recorded as 6/4, 6/0 to Team D
Case example: Player B is defaulted as above. Player B was also nominated
to play 2 doubles rubbers that day. Player B immediately also forfeits those
2 further doubles rubbers. Before the match has finished, play is abandoned
because of rain and all unfinished rubbers need to be re-scheduled. All 3
rubbers already forfeited remain forfeited.
6.21 Results Of Matches
6.21.1 Immediately after the completion of all matches whether or not a result is
determined, the result score sheet shall be completed and signed by the
Captain of each team.
6.21.2 The home club shall ensure that each result is entered via the Competition
Software system by no later than 12:00pmpm on Monday following the
completion of the match. If not entered by 12:00pm on the Monday following
the match, a late result score sheet fine will apply.
6.21.3 The away club shall confirm each result via the Competition Software system
by no later than 5:00pm on the Tuesday following the completion of the
match. If not confirmed by 5:00pm on the Tuesday following the match, a late
result score sheet fine may apply.
6.21.4 In the event of a match not being commenced or being incomplete, the result
score sheet shall as far as practicable be completed and must include each
player’s name and score (if any) of each completed or incomplete rubber and
state the reasons for the match not being commenced or completed. These
details must also be completed via the Competition Software systemonline by
the above times.
6.21.5 The results of each last round home and away match shall be entered online
by the home club by 12.00 Noon on the Monday following that match. The
opposing team shall confirm the result by 9:00pm on that Monday. If not
entered and confirmed following the match by the above times, a late result
score sheet fine may apply.
6.21.6 The results of each finals match shall be entered online by the winning
or leading team by 12.00 Noon on the Monday following that match. The
opposing team shall confirm the result by 9:00pm on that Monday. If not
entered and confirmed following the match by the above times, a late result
score sheet fine may apply.
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6.22 Places And Dates For Matches
6.22.1 Matches including matches not commenced or being incomplete shall be
played at places, dates and times as Tennis Victoria in its absolute discretion
determine, noting that it may not be the same time or day as was adopted
during the home and away matches.
6.22.2 Should a match not be commenced or be commenced but not completed at
a place, date or time otherwise than as determined by Tennis Victoria, then
the team in default (if any) shall be deemed to be defaulted unless otherwise
determined by Tennis Victoria and points awarded (if any) for the match shall
be determined by Tennis Victoria in its absolute discretion.
6.22.3 No alteration shall be made to the place, date or time of a match without the
approval of Tennis Victoria or unless these By-laws allow for Team Captains to
mutually agree to such a change.
6.23 Make Of And Number Of Balls For Use In Each Match
6.23.1 The only tennis balls permitted for use are those nationally approved makes
adopted by Tennis Victoria for use in Pennant. Tennis Victoria shall advise
clubs prior to the commencement of each season of the make or makes
adopted for that season.
6.23.2 Two new balls shall be supplied at the commencement of each rubber for
home and away and all Finals matches.
6.23.3 For home and away matches, balls of the same make shall be supplied by the
home team.
6.23.4 For all Finals matches, each team shall supply one half of the number of balls
required for the singles rubbers and one half of the balls required for the
doubles rubbers, and the choice of balls for each rubber shall be decided by
the toss of a coin. The winner of the first coin toss shall choose one rubber that
their team will provide new balls for. Further coin tosses will be completed
under the same process until all new balls are assigned. Where a match is
postponed because of light, time or the Finals Wet Weather Procedure, the
decisions regarding the provision of the balls will remain the same for the later
continuance of the match.
6.23.5 Any team or player shall have the right to supply and use two new balls at
the commencement of and for use in any set, other than the first, of a rubber
provided that team or player supplies balls of the same make, model, quality
and colour as previously used in the rubber.
6.24 Number Of Courts Necessary
6.24.1 Unless otherwise determined by Tennis Victoria, matches shall be played on
club courts.
6.24.2 Two courts shall be made available for each home and away match and
additional or substitute courts may be used for play if approved by Captains of
both teams.
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6.24.3 Each court for each rubber of each match shall be of identical type and surface
unless mutually agreed by both Team Captains.
6.25 Condition Of Courts And Clubs
6.25.1 Matches shall be played on surfaces and at places as determined by Tennis
Victoria.
6.25.2 The type, quality and condition of courts used in Pennant and the condition
of the clubhouse, dressing room and toilet facilities of each club shall be of
a proper and suitable standard as determined from time to time by Tennis
Victoria.
6.25.3 Each club shall use their best endeavors to ensure there is a working Match
Clock at any site to be used by their teams as home courts. The Match clock
shall be set to Australian Eastern Standard Time; except if a match should
be scheduled during the Victorian Daylight Savings period the Match Clock
shall be set to the Australian Eastern (Daylight Savings) Standard time. Tennis
Victoria may penalise, in any way it deems appropriate, any club, team and/
or player who intentionally alters the time on a Match Clock to detrimentally
impact a timing requirement pursuant to these By-laws.
6.25.4 Each home team shall provide morning or afternoon tea at the completion of
a match to the visiting team.
6.26 Eligibility Of Players For Victorian Pennant
6.26.1 To be eligible to play Victorian Pennant whether prior to or after its
commencement in any season, a person must be a player as defined in By-law
6.2.15.
6.26.2 Any team that plays in a match with a person not being a player as defined in
By-law 6.2.15 hereof shall be deemed defaulted and the club liable for a fine
and the team not in default shall be awarded all rubbers, sets and games and
points for the match, unless otherwise determined by Tennis Victoria.
6.26.3 To be eligible for Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant a player must be
male and at least 45 years old by the 31st of December in the year that the
competition is played. All other Victorian Pennant Competitions are Open age
groups.
6.26.4 A player may only play for one club in each separate Victorian Pennant
Competition but may during the same season play for up to three different
clubs in total, being one club in each different Victorian Pennant Competition.
(a)	The first club a player plays for in a particular Victorian Pennant
Competition is the only club that player can play for in that competition.
(b)	Where a player has already played for one club in a particular Victorian
Pennant Competition, any match he/she subsequently plays for another
club in the same Victorian Pennant Competition shall be forfeited and all
games, sets, rubbers and match points will be awarded to the opposing
team(s) and the club may be fined.
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Case example: Player A may play for Club B in Pennant, Club C in Doubles
Pennant and Club D in Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant. In this case Player A
cannot be an Emergency for Club C in Pennant, but he can be an Emergency for
Club B in Pennant for a different Grade to the team he is nominated to play in.
Case example: Player A cannot play for Club B and Club C in Pennant.
Case example: Player A can be part of nominated teams for Club B in Pennant,
Club C in Doubles Pennant and then be an Emergency for Club D in Masters
45+ Doubles Pennant.
6.27 Eligibility Of Players For All Finals Matches
6.27.1 A player shall be eligible to play with a team in Finals matches only if that
player has played, or in the case of an incomplete match or a match not
commenced was nominated to play, at least four home and away matches for
one club in a particular Victorian Pennant Competition in that season, except
for By-law 6.27.1 (d). This By-law shall also apply to Wildcard players (By-law
6.30) playing in Wildcard eligible teams.
(a)	If a player has played four or more matches for two teams in the same
Grade, that player may only play Finals matches for the first team he/she
plays a Finals match for. Once that team loses in the Finals series he/she
may not play in the other team in the same Grade.
(b)	If a player has played four or more matches in two or more different
Grades, once he/she plays a Finals match he/she may only play in
Finals matches in subsequent Finals rounds where the team he/she is
nominated to play for is the same team or a team in a higher Grade. Once
a player has played a Finals match, he/she may not play in a lower Grade
Finals match without the permission of Tennis Victoria.
(c)	In Pennant, where an Emergency (By-law 6.30) qualifies to play Finals by
playing four or more home and away matches for a club, the Emergency
must play in the correct singles order and may only be used to replace a
player of equal or higher playing standard to them.
(d) 	For Victorian Pennant Competition categories that have a 10 week season, a
player shall be eligible to play with a team in Finals matches if that player has
played, or in the case of an incomplete match or a match not commenced
was nominated to play, at least three home and away matches for one club.
Case example: Player B plays 2 matches for his Pennant team in Grade 4
Section 2 and 2 matches for his club’s Grade 3 Section 2 team. This player
may play finals for either team (subject to the singles order of merit) as he has
played 4 Pennant matches for his club. Once Player B plays for the Grade 3
team in Finals he is no longer eligible to play for the Grade 4 team.
Case example: Player A plays 4 matches for his Grade 2 Doubles Pennant team
and 4 matches as an Emergency for his club’s Grade 1 Doubles Pennant team.
Player A may only play Finals for the Grade 1 Doubles Pennant team as he has
played 4 or more matches for a higher Grade than Grade 2.
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Case example: Player B plays 2 matches for Club A in Men’s Pennant, 2
matches for Club C in Doubles Pennant and 1 match for Men’s Masters 45+
Doubles Pennant for Club D. Player A may not play Finals for any of these
teams unless approved by Tennis Victoria (By-law 6.27.4) as although he has
played 5 home and away matches, they have been for different clubs and
different competitions and he has not yet played 4 matches for any one club
or in any one Competition category to qualify for Finals.
Case example: Player A who is only registered to play for Club B has played 4
matches for Club B’s Grade 3 Pennant Team and has played 2 matches for Club
B’s Grade 2 Doubles Pennant team. Although Player A has played 6 Victorian
Pennant matches for Club B, Player A may only play Finals in the Grade 3
Pennant Team as it is the only competition he has played 4 matches in.
Case example: Player B has qualified to play as an Emergency for a Grade
2 section 1 team in Men’s Pennant. Player B’s playing standard is equal to
the team’s No.1 player, Player A. Player A and Player B cannot both play in
the same Finals team, despite both having qualified to play, as this would
strengthen the team and in the case of singles, 1 of them would be playing
out of order at No.2.
6.27.2 Where a player retires during a rubber and a Substitute is used (see By-law
6.31) for his/her remaining rubber, then both players will be credited as having
played a match for that team for purposes of eligibility for the Finals.
6.27.3 Where a player is defaulted from a rubber because of punctuality that player’s
nomination to play that match shall not be credited to his/her eligibility
for Finals match unless he/she plays another rubber in that match (e.g. the
second doubles match).
6.27.4 Notwithstanding the provisions of By-law 6.27.1 hereof, a player may be
deemed by Tennis Victoria to be eligible to play in any team in finals matches
where exceptional circumstances are established to the satisfaction of Tennis
Victoria. At that time, if the approval is for a player to be an additional team
member of a Pennant team then Tennis Victoria shall also assign a singles
order of merit for that player in accordance with By-law 6.6.8.
6.28 Players Competing In Different Grades
6.28.1 A player shall not play in any team of a lower grade than the team in which
that player was originally entered during any one season in Pennant, Doubles
Pennant or Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant without the approval of
Tennis Victoria being first obtained.
6.28.2 A player is permitted to play in any team of a higher grade than the team in which
that player was originally entered during any one season in Pennant, Doubles
Pennant or Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant provided that if that player plays
at least four matches in a particular higher grade, that player shall thereafter in
that season only be eligible to play in that higher grade or in any team of a higher
grade without the approval of Tennis Victoria being first obtained.
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Case example: Player A plays Doubles Pennant in Grade 3. Player fills in and
plays as an Emergency for 2 matches in Grade 2 and 3 matches in Grade
1. Player A may still play in his Grade 3 team as although he has played 5
matches in higher Grades they have not been 4 matches in the one higher
Grade. If Player A played a 4th match in Grade 1, he would only be able to play
in Grade 1 thereafter.
6.29 Players Changing Teams In A Grade
6.29.1 Where a club has two or more teams in the same Grade, a player shall not
play as a formal nominated team member in any team other than the team in
which that player was originally entered during any one season in Pennant,
Doubles Pennant or Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant without the approval
of Tennis Victoria being first obtained. Any breach of this will result in loss of
match win points and rubbers of that player.
6.29.2 A player may play in two teams in the same Grade where he/she does so in
both cases as an Emergency and accordingly he/she is not an official team
member of either team.
6.30 Emergency Players
6.30.1 A player may play as an emergency in a team provided that player is a
registered member of that club as per By-law 6.2.15 (a) and (c). There are two
categories of emergencies:
(a)	Emergency. This category of emergency applies to all Victorian Pennant
teams and is referred to in these By-laws as “Emergency”.
(b)	Wildcard. This category of Emergency applies only to and may only
be used by teams in the highest Grade in each Victorian Pennant
Competition and is referred to in these By-laws as “Wildcard”. Teams in
this category are referred to in these By-laws as “Wildcard eligible teams”.
6.30.2 A player may play an unlimited number of matches as an Emergency or as a
Wildcard in a team in any one season. When a player plays as an Emergency or a
Wildcard in a team it shall be recorded on the score sheet in each match as follows:
(a) For an Emergency as “E”.
(b) For a Wildcard as “W”.
It is the team’s responsibility to record these details on the score sheet.
6.30.3 Restrictions regarding the use of Emergencies apply as follows:
(a)	Players who are Emergencies should be of no more than equivalent
standard of the Grade being played and in the case of singles no more
than the playing standard of the player being replaced.
			
(i)	Emergencies shall play in a team in order of merit for singles rubbers
and should not strengthen the team.
			
(ii)	In doubles, Emergencies must not strengthen the team so that
the team thereby becomes too strong for the Grade being played,
despite there being no order of merit in doubles.
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(iii)	In singles and doubles, an Emergency should not give an
unreasonable advantage or disadvantage to his or her team or to
another team in that Section/Grade.
(b)	A Player who plays four or more matches as an Emergency for a Grade
shall not be permitted to play in a lower Grade team (as an Emergency or
a team member) thereafter.
(c)	An Emergency shall not be considered a team member of any team
he/she plays for as an Emergency unless he or she is approved as an
additional team member by Tennis Victoria pursuant to By-law 6.6.7. In
the case of Pennant, this means that in singles, he or she can only replace
a team member of an equal or higher playing standard to them.
(d)	An Emergency may play in a team even where a Wildcard is also used in
the same team. More than one Emergency may be used by a team in the
same match.
Case example: In a Women’s Pennant match, Player E, an Emergency, is the
same playing standard as the team’s No.2 player. Player E can only play for
the team if either the No.1 or No.2 players do not play, otherwise she will
strengthen the team and 1 player (the No.1 or No.2 player) will be playing out
of singles order of merit at No.3.
Case example: In a Pennant Finals match, Player E has a playing standard
equal to the team’s No.1 player and has qualified to play as an Emergency for
the team. Player E is not nominated to play singles, but he is nominated to
play doubles as the partner of Player A, the No.1 singles player. Player D, who
is the team’s No.4 singles player, is not nominated to play doubles but he is
nominated to play singles. Although there is no order of merit in doubles, this
is not permitted as the overall standard of the team has been strengthened by
the inclusion of Player E. Player E may play doubles instead of Player A.
6.30.4 The use and restrictions for using a Wildcard are as follows:
(a)	If a player with a playing standard of singles position one or two and
who is considered a higher playing standard than a team’s No.2 player is
used as an emergency, he or she will be designated as a Wildcard and is
permitted to play even if he/she strengthens the team.
Case example: Generally speaking in all cases it is intended that a regular
ITF Pro-circuit (or above) player or a recently retired professional player
would be included in this category but these are not the only matters that
will be considered. It is possible where a team has a strong No. 1 player that
the Wildcard may be lower in standard to him or her but he/she may still be
designated a Wildcard. In this case the Wildcard may play at No.2 in singles
when the No.1 is also playing in the team.
Case example: In the case of Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant and
Doubles Pennant, the Wildcard player may include someone who is or was
playing on the ITF Seniors Circuit.
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Case example: In the case of Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant and
Doubles Pennant where there is no order of merit, the Wildcard player, not
only might be a player who plays or played on any Professional Circuit, he or
she may be a player who Tennis Victoria assesses to be of a sufficiently higher
grade to the other players in the Number 1 Grade, that this warrants them
being declared to be a Wildcard player.
(b)	A team may only nominate one Wildcard to play in their team each
match; including, where he/she is qualified to play, the Finals series
(except where there is a substitution in a rescheduled match pursuant to
By-law 6.17).
(c)	When nominated to play singles in Pennant, a Wildcard must play in the
correct singles order, which includes playing at No.1 where he/she is a
higher ranked player than the No.1 player. A Wildcard and a No.1 player
may be nominated to play in the same match together. When nominated
to play in doubles in any competition a Wildcard may play in either
pairing.
Case example: The following combinations are allowed:
Position – Player
Position – Player
Position – Player
1 Wildcard
1 Wildcard
1 No.1
2 No.1		
2 No.1
2 Wildcard (where WC
					
is lower than 1)
3 No.2		
3 Emergency (=4)
3 No.2
4 No.3		
4 Emergency (=5)
4 No.4
Case example: The following combinations are not allowed:
Position – Player
Position – Player
1
Wildcard
1 Wildcard
2
Wildcard
2 No.1
3
No.1
3 No.5
4
No.3
4 No.4
(d)	A Wildcard may only play as a substitute in a team during the Finals
series pursuant to By-law 6.17; however this is only permitted where:
			
(i)	any originally nominated Wildcard had not already played a rubber
in the commenced Finals match, or
			
(ii)	the rescheduled Finals match had not commenced prior to it being
abandoned.
A Wildcard may not play as a Substitute pursuant to By-law 6.31.
(e)	Where a club has more than one team in Grade 1 Pennant, a Wildcard
may play for both teams but not on the same weekend. In Finals he/she
may only play for the first team he/she plays for in the Finals Series (Bylaw 6.27.1).
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(f)
			

A player will not be permitted to play as a Wildcard where:
(i)	A team fails to correctly nominate a player as a Wildcard in
accordance with By-law 6.30.2. In this case the team will be regarded
as being strengthened by that player.
			
(ii)	A player is not of the playing standard required to be classified as a
Wildcard in their team. In this case if a team incorrectly nominates a
player as a Wildcard and as a consequence team members play out
of their singles playing order this is a breach of the singles order of
merit and the team has gained an unfair advantage.
			
(iii)	Clubs may request Tennis Victoria to make a determination as to
whether a player will be classified as a Wildcard, however they must
do so prior to 5:00pm on the Wednesday preceding the match in
which they intend to play the Wildcard.
			
(iv)	If a player’s classification has not been determined by Tennis Victoria
prior to the match, the team may choose to play that player at
their own risk and any relevant penalty for a breach of this By-law
shall apply in the event that the team’s classification of the player
subsequently proves to be incorrect if protested by another team.
			
(v)	Protests in relation to these provisions must be made in accordance
with By-law 6.34.
			
(v)	Breaches of any of the provisions of By-law 6.30.4 will be penalised in
accordance with the relevant provisions of By-law 6.19.
6.30.5 A player can play in two teams that are from the same club and same Victorian
Pennant competition category on any one weekend, the first team being his/
her nominated team, the second being an Emergency in a higher grade only.
		(a) 	A player can only play twice in a round in the same competition only on
a maximum of two separate occasions during a season, the season being
the home and away and Finals series combined. In Finals, where a player
has not played four home and away matches for the club, permission
must first be sought from Tennis Victoria before the player can play. This
By-law does not apply to any player playing for more than one team
pursuant to By-law 6.26.4.
(b)	A player may only play for a second team from the same club on the
same weekend in that round where that player is not registered to
play and has played for another club in the relevant Victorian Pennant
Competition of the second team.
6.30.6 Where a player plays in different Victorian Pennant competition categories for
different clubs, that player can play for another team for one of these clubs on
the same weekend if it is for a team of a higher Grade in the same competition
category as the competition category that he/she is currently plays in for that club.
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Case example: Player A plays Grade 5 Pennant for Club B and Grade 2 Doubles
Pennant for Club C. Club C asks Player A to play Grade 4 Pennant for them on
the same weekend that he also plays Doubles Pennant for them. Player A may
not do this as he already plays in this Pennant competition for Club B. This
applies even if he or she does not play for Club B that weekend.
Case example: Player A plays Grade 4 Pennant, Grade 2 Doubles Pennant
and Grade 1 Men’s Master’s 45+ Doubles Pennant, all for Club B. Club B wants
Player A to play Grade 1 Doubles Pennant on a weekend he also plays Doubles
Pennant for them. Player A may do this.
6.31 Substitute Players And Retirements
6.31.1 The meaning and use of a Substitute player is as follows:
(a)	A Substitute player may be either a team member who was not originally
selected to play the affected match that week or an Emergency player
(By-law 6.30) and must otherwise be eligible to play in accordance with
By-laws 6.2.15, 6.26, 6.27, 6.28 and/or 6.29. A Wildcard player (By-law
6.30) may not be Substitute player, save for in the Finals series in a
rescheduled match pursuant to By-law 6.17.
(b)	Where in any match a player is prevented through illness, accidental
disablement or any other good and sufficient reason from commencing
a rubber then after notifying the opposing team Captain or Referee (see
By-law 6.31.2), a Substitute player may commence that rubber in the
place of the player prevented from competing. A player may not replace
another player in a subsequent rubber where that player was defaulted
from their first rubber because of punctuality or other reasons.
6.31.2 The Substitute player must be ready to play within 30 minutes of all other
players for the rubber being available to play and the team Captain then
advising the referee and/or opposing team Captain that the substitution will
be made.
6.31.3 Where a player retires from a rubber as outlined in By-law 6.31.1, the player
who retires shall forfeit all remaining games in that rubber.
Case example: Where a player retires when leading 5/1 first set, the score line
for that rubber shall be 7/5, 6/0 to the other player.
6.31.4 Where in any match a player is prevented through injury or illness from
completing a rubber, that player may not take further part in subsequent
rubbers on that day; as per Tennis Australia’s Tournament Rules.
6.31.5 A player may have a maximum 10 minutes injury time period until a player
forfeits that rubber.
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6.32 Player Transfers
6.32.1 For the purposes of Victorian Pennant, any player may transfer to another club
with no requirement to lodge this through Tennis Victoria.
(a)	If the transferor club wishes to protest a player transferring to another
club, this must be submitted in writing to Tennis Victoria a minimum of
3 days prior to the commencement of the season. This shall be
considered and determined as soon as practicable by Tennis Victoria
which shall notify the player, the transferor club and the transferee club
of its determination within seven days.
6.32.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of By-law 6.32.1 inclusive hereof, a club may
protest the transfer of a player if the player:
(a)	Is in breach or default of any of the By-laws or Conditions herein
contained.
(b)	Is in breach or default of any By-laws, Conditions or Codes of Conduct of
any tennis body or club affiliated with Tennis Victoria.
6.33 Player’s Tennis Attire
6.33.1 Recognised tennis attire and footwear as per Tennis Australia’s rules and
regulations are expected for play in the Victorian Teams Competition.
6.33.2 Ripple sole footwear and footwear with heels are not permitted as per Tennis
Australia rules and regulations.
6.33.3 Prominent images, advertising, lettering (greater than 3 square inches) or
any offensive words or images (as determined by Tennis Victoria) are not
permitted.
6.33.4 Track suits are permitted to be worn during a hit-up and during a match.
6.34 Protests By Clubs
6.34.1 Any club shall have the right to make a protest as a result of any matter or
thing arising before during or after a match whether that club is represented
in that match or not. Where possible “Match played under protest” should
be recorded on the score sheet when the score sheet is signed by both team
Captains. This procedure shall not constitute a formal protest and protest
must comply with the following provisions of By-law 6.34.2 to be eligible to be
considered by the Competitions Committee.
6.34.2 A match protest may initially be registered with Tennis Victoria by registering
a protest (with details) when completing or confirming a score in the
Competition Software system(see By-law 6.21), or if this option is not
used then by a fax or an email to Tennis Victoria with associated reasons
accompanied by the prescribed fee by Tuesday 5.00pm after the match to
which the protest relates.
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(a)	Any protest in relation to whether a team has been strengthened or
received an unfair advantage by the inclusion of a particular player(s)
and/or a singles order of merit breach must be made by the opposing
team (or other team who feels affected) (“The Protesting team”)
in writing to Tennis Victoria on or before 5:00pm on the Tuesday
immediately following the match being played otherwise the result
from the match shall stand as played. This requirement is the sole
responsibility of the Protesting team and neither Tennis Victoria and/or
a Referee assigned to the match will undertake any separate scrutiny of
this consideration.
(b)	Tennis Victoria may subsequently contact teams regarding breaches that
were not the subject of a protest and request the team to remedy the
breach in the future. These breaches may still be fined even if they were
not the subject of a protest.
6.34.3 After considering the details provided in the Competition Software system
and/or the fax/email sent to Tennis Victoria, Tennis Victoria will:
(a)	Provide to the team the content / subject of the protest (“Defending
team”) and request them to reply in writing or email to the protest
within 24 hours. The matter may proceed without their defence if it is
not received within this timeframe. A copy of the reply shall be given by
Tennis Victoria to the Protesting team.
(b)	If the Defending team raises new protest issues in their reply, a copy of
these new issues will also be given to the Protesting team and they will
be invited to reply to only those new issues in writing or email within
24 hours. The Defending team shall pay the prescribed Protest fee in
the event that they raise new issues to be considered. The Protesting
team will not be given an opportunity to respond to the reply unless
requested by Tennis Victoria.
(c)	Call for further details from one or both teams as it deems necessary
(including obtaining witness statements) prior to giving the Protest
details to the Competitions Committee for consideration.
(d)	Copies of all evidence obtained by Tennis Victoria, including witness
statements, will be made available to the both parties.
(e)	When determining the Protest, if the Competitions Committee calls for
oral evidence to be given, both parties to the protest shall be given the
opportunity to hear and answer the evidence. This may be done by a team
representative personally attending the hearing or by conference call.
(f)	Any timeframe within this By-law may be extended at the sole and
absolute discretion of Tennis Victoria.
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6.34.4 The Competitions Committee shall consider and determine each protest and
Tennis Victoria will then notify the clubs having an interest in such protest of
its determination.
6.34.5 If the protest is upheld, the Protesting team (or Defending team where
applicable) will receive a refund of the protest fee paid.
6.35 Payment Of Fees And Fines
6.35.1 Any fee or fine imposed pursuant to these By-laws and Conditions shall be
paid within thirty days of the date of imposition of such fee or fine unless
otherwise determined by Tennis Victoria.
6.35.2 Any club failing to pay a fee or fine by the prescribed time shall be liable to a
further fine or suspension or disqualification from Pennant, Doubles Pennant
or Men’s Masters 45+ Doubles Pennant as determined by Tennis Victoria.
6.36 Powers Of The Competitions Committee
6.36.1 The Competitions Committee and Tennis Victoria shall have the widest
and most absolute power and discretion relating to the Victorian Pennant
competitions or any matter or thing arising from or in connection with
Victorian Pennant and without limiting the foregoing shall have the power and
discretion at any time without giving or assigning any reasons therefore to:
6.36.2 Demand from any club any information of any nature relating to any matter
or thing arising from any match, and in the event of any club refusing or
neglecting to supply such information to Tennis Victoria within the time as
prescribed by Tennis Victoria and the Competitions Committee to suspend
or disqualify such club from Pennant, Doubles Pennant or Men’s Masters
45+ Doubles Pennant for such time as Tennis Victoria and the Competitions
Committee determines and to cancel points previously awarded to such club
and award such points to opposing teams as it deems appropriate.
6.36.3 Demand the replay of any match wholly or in part, and to alter or extend the
place, day or time for the playing of any match.
6.36.4 Suspend or disqualify a player from Pennant, Doubles Pennant or Men’s
Masters 45+ Pennant as a result of a player’s conduct or behavior arising
from or in connection with a match or in relation to a suspension imposed
by Tennis Victoria or Tennis Australia pursuant to the Tennis Australia Code of
Behaviour in relation to a tournament.
6.36.5 Impose penalties whether by fine, suspension or disqualification or by
forfeiture of points for any non-compliance or breach of any of these By-laws
and Conditions.
6.37 Interpretation Of By-Laws And Conditions Of Play
Any question arising from or in connection with Victorian Pennant or as to the
interpretation or construction of these By-laws and Conditions of Play shall be
determined by Tennis Victoria in its absolute discretion.
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6.38 Appeals
6.38.1 A club or player (“The Appellant”) shall have the right to appeal from any
determination of the Competitions Committee except from Tennis Victoria
determinations made relating to Grading, assigned singles order of merit or
eligibility for finals matches.
6.38.2 Notice and grounds of appeal shall be lodged with Tennis Victoria
accompanied by the prescribed fee by 5:00pm three days from the day the
notification of a determination being given to the club or player or where the
Appeal relates to a Finals match, by 5:00pm two days following notification of
the determination.
(a)	Where the Appeal is based on the determination of a protest made
pursuant to By-law 6.34 a copy of the Appeal shall be given by Tennis
Victoria to the other party to the protest (“The Defending Appellant
team”) and they shall be invited to reply within 24 hours.
(b)	If the Defending Appellant team raises new Grounds of Appeal in their
reply, a copy of these new grounds will be given to the Appellant and
they will be invited to reply to only those new grounds in writing or email
within 24 hours. The Defending Appellant team shall pay the prescribed
Appeal fee in the event that they raise new Grounds of Appeal to be
considered. The Appellant team will not be given an opportunity to
respond to the reply unless requested by the Appeals Tribunal.
(c)	Tennis Victoria may call for further details from one or both teams as
it deems necessary (including obtaining witness statements) prior to
giving the Appeal details to the Appeals Tribunal for consideration.
(d)	Copies of all evidence obtained by Tennis Victoria, including witness
statements, will be made available to both parties.
(e)	When determining the Appeal, if the Appeal Tribunal calls for oral
evidence to be given, both parties to the Appeal shall be given the
opportunity to hear and answer the evidence. This may be done by a team
representative personally attending the hearing or by conference call.
(f)	Any timeframe within this By-law may be extended at the sole and
absolute discretion of Tennis Victoria.
6.38.3 Appeals shall be heard as soon as practicable by an Appeals Tribunal
consisting of three members, not being members of the Competitions
Committee, who shall consider the Appeal and notify the clubs and players of
its determination as soon as practicable.
6.38.4 The Appeal hearing shall only relate to errors in law, save for where the
Appeals Tribunal determines that an error made by Tennis Victoria or the
Competitions Committee was sufficient to warrant a full rehearing of the
original matter.
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6.38.5 The Appeals Tribunal shall have the same power as the Competitions
Committee in accordance with By-law 6.36 hereof including the power to
require the attendance of any person or player likely to assist the Appeals
Tribunal at a hearing.
6.38.6 The lodging of a Notice and Grounds of Appeal shall act as a stay of the
determination of Tennis Victoria or the Competitions Committee until the
determination of the Appeals Tribunal.
6.38.7 If the Appeal is upheld by the Appeals Tribunal the Appeal fee will be fully
refunded to the Appellant (or Defending Appellant team where applicable).
6.39 Conditions Of Play For Players – Ta & Ma Events Disciplinary Policy
All matches shall be played under the ITF Rules of Tennis as adopted by
Tennis Victoria and Tennis Australia, Tennis Australia’s Procedures For Matches
Without Chair Umpires where no chair umpires are used for a match. The
Tennis Australia Code of Behaviour as applicable to Member Association
weekly competitions in accordance with Section 4 of the Policy and the Tennis
Australia National Extreme Weather Policy shall also apply to all Victorian
Pennant Competitions.
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Schedule of common fees and fines
(All figures are inclusive of GST)
Team entry fee

$95.00

Protest fee (Refundable if upheld)

$55.00

Appeal fee (Refundable if upheld)

$200.00

Unregistered Player

$55.00

Change in Singles Order of Merit

$55.00 (plus TBD)

Late home team results entry / away team
confirmation (including finals)

$55.00

Team and player Defaults / Walkover

$55.00 (plus TBD)

Condition of Courts and Clubs

TBD

Eligibility of Players

$55.00 (plus loss of match)

Eligibility of Players for Finals

$55.00 (plus loss of match)

Players competing in Different Grades
(except under By-law 6.22.5)

$55.00 (plus loss of match)

Players changing teams in a grade

$55.00 (plus loss of match)

Emergency Players

$55.00

Substitute Players

$55.00 (plus loss of match)

Breach of Code of Conduct

TBD

Withdrawal of Team (after Season
commences)

$150.00

TBD Denotes “To be Determined” by Tennis Victoria and the Competitions
Committee where applicable
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2016 Tennis Victoria Competitions Committee

Maria Keys (Chair)
Geoff Armstrong
Phillip Goodman
Antony Hampson
Warren Maher
Larry McLean
Daniel O’Neill
Ken Young
Tennis Victoria Competitions Manager

Jeff Downes

For more information contact:
Tennis Victoria
Locked Bag 6001
Richmond, Vic, 3121
T +61 3 8420 8420
F +61 3 8420 8499
E tvreception@tennis.com.au
tennis.com.au/vic/competitions/pennant

facebook.com/tennisvic     

@tennis_vic     
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tennisvic

Established in 1874, Wm. Loud is one of Australia’s leading engineers
and installers of civil and sports surfaces. From pavements to playgrounds
to hockey pitches, we offer the complete service to organisations:
from design to delivery. We are proud to have been chosen by
Tennis Australia with our Plexicushion Prestige system for the
Australian Open Series and as the ideal training surface
for future Australian champions.

For further information telephone (03) 9364 9199
email: wmloud@wmloud.com.au www.wmloud.com.au
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